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Chapter 1

Introduction

Heparin is widely used clinically as an anticoagulant. It is administered parenterally

during extra-corporeal procedures especially in heart bypass surgery, and kidney dialysis

[1]. Heparin is also important in the treatment of deep vein thrombosis, pulmonary

embolism and other surgeries [2]. It is cleared from the blood through the kidneys and

by macrophages in a biphasic manner. The biological half-life of unfractionated heparin

(UFH) is 60-120 min. The half-life is dose dependent [3].

The anticoagulant effect is dependent on the concentration of many heparin-binding pro-

teins. Therefore, the patients have to be monitored for their level of anticoagulation

(activated partial thromboplastin time, aPTT) [4]. Protamine sulfate – a highly posi-

tively charged protein extracted from salmon sperm – is used as an antidote for UFH.

Biochemically, heparin is a complex unbranched polymer primarily consisting of alternat-

ing 1→4-linked 2-O-sulfated l-iduronic acid and 6-O-sulfated, N -sulfated d-glucosamine

with a helical structure (Fig. 1.1 and Fig. 1.2) [5]. Its molecular weight MW ranges from

3 to 30 kDa with an average molecular weight of 12-15 kDa. With 2.7 sulfo groups per

disaccharide in average, this glycosaminoglycan belongs to the biological molecules with

the highest known density of negative charges.

In the human body heparin is primarily produced in mast cells. Pharmaceutical hep-

arin is most often extracted from porcine intestinal mucosa. In the past, before bovine

spongiform encephalopathy (BSE), heparin was also prepared from bovine lungs.

Because adverse events (e.g., heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (HIT)) are caused by

UFH, it is widely substituted by low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH) or fondaparinux

(FPX) [3].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

LMWH are generally prepared from unfractionated heparin by chemical β-elimination,

deaminative degradation, oxidation or enzymatic β-elimination. Their average molecular

weight MW varies between 4000 and 6500 Da [3, 7]. Xu et al. presented the synthesis

of LMWH by chemoenzymatic methods in 22 or less steps [8, 9]. Fondaparinux is the

antithrombin III (AT III) binding pentasaccharide of heparin synthesized in 50 steps [10].

The advantages of LMWH and fondaparinux are: a better subcutaneous bioavailability,

longer half-life, more predictable anticoagulant response, no routine coagulatory monitor-

ing and the possibility to use them out of hospital [3]. Not only the risk of bleeding is

reduced with LMWH and fondaparinux, but also the risk of HIT and osteoporosis are

lower. However, they do not provide the full spectrum of anticoagulant activity. Fonda-

parinux cannot efficiently catalyze the inhibition of factor Xa by AT III, and it cannot

Figure 1.1: A heparin chain based on 1HPN NMR spectroscopy data [6]. Sulfur is colored in
yellow and surrounded by dots to mark the positions of negative charges in the molecule.
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Figure 1.2: Heparin chain. The main disaccharide is depicted together with the pentasaccharide
binding site for AT III. Modified from Linhardt et.al. [7].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

reduce the risk of catheter thrombosis upon percutaneous coronary intervention. Also,

protamine does not eliminate fondaparinux and no other antidote is available. In part,

this is also true for LMWH. Fondaparinux and LMWH are only eliminated through the

kidneys, not being taken up by macrophages. Therefore, patients that still receive UFH

are patients undergoing cardiopulmonary bypass surgery, patients with high risk of bleed-

ing, renal impaired patients, patients with massive pulmonary embolism or deep vein

thrombosis and patients undergoing percutaneous coronary intervention [3].

The anticoagulative effect of UFH is based on antithrombin III (AT III). Heparin binds to

AT III, thereby, changing its structure and enhancing the reaction with serine proteases

(factor IIa, VIIa, Xa, XIa and XIIa). Heparin binds to thrombin (factor IIa) in a non-

specific electrostatic interaction [11]. While only a discrete pentasaccharide sequence is

needed for the interaction with factor Xa, [12, 13] the heparin chain has to exceed a length

of 18 saccharide units (5.4 kDa) in order to also inhibit thrombin because it has to bridge

between thrombin and AT III [3]. LMWH have therefore, only little effect on thrombin;

and fondaparinux only inhibits Factor Xa effectively through AT III activation.

Heparin interacts with a variety of different proteins, thereby affecting cell growth, cell

differentiation, blood coagulation and the complement system [5, 11, 14–21]. Margalit et

al. described in 1993 the probability that heparin changes the structure of these proteins

[22]. The binding site of heparin-binding proteins (e.g., AT III, PF4, laminin) contains

defined spaces between the basic amino acids in order to discriminate between different

glycosaminoglycans [23]. A distance of 20 Å (approximately the length of a pentasaccha-

ride) between basic amino acids, mostly arginine, is common in heparin binding proteins

[22].

Mosnier showed that N -acetylated heparin specifically binds to PF4, without presenting

anticoagulant activity, thereby preventing PF4 from binding to thrombomodulin [24]. 2-

O, 3-O desulfated heparin (ODSH) binds to PF4 without inducing structural changes

or antigenicity [25, 26]. Additionally, ODSH can displace heparin from the PF4/heparin

complex [27]. These findings might pave the way for the development of new heparins or

heparin additives. However, there are case reports about “spontaneous” HIT in patients

treated with warfarin [28–30]. Therefore, a lot of additional understanding of HIT is

desirable.

In 2007, heparin produced in China was contaminated with oversulfated chondroitin sul-

fate. This resulted in several patients suffering from death or other adverse effects, espe-

cially hypotension, nausea, and shortness of breath [31, 32]. This led to the necessity for

new and advanced biophysical and chemical methods for heparin quality and purity as-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

sessment. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is currently looking for physico-

chemical approaches to determine the purity and clinical efficacy of LMWH, especially

the risk of immunogenicity being in the focus [33].

The most severe adverse reaction of the treatment with heparin is heparin-induced throm-

bocytopenia (HIT) [34]. Clinically, two types of HIT are distinguished. HIT Type 1 is

often observed in the first days of heparin treatment. The slight decrease in the platelet

count recedes after a few days. This effect is induced by direct activation of platelets

through heparin. Because the platelet count does not typically drop below 80000 µl-1, no

therapy is needed.

HIT Type 2 is induced by the formation of antibodies against PF4/heparin complexes.

The antibodies not only bind to the protein/heparin complexes, they also attach to the

Fcγ receptor IIa on platelets. This state is called prothrombotic, and it results in platelet

activation and aggregation and subsequent arterial and venous thrombosis, and in rare

cases combined with consumption coagulopathy. This condition is then called heparin-

induced thrombocytopenia and thrombosis (HITT).

HIT is initiated by the formation of ultralarge complexes of platelet factor 4 (PF4) and

UFH [35–37]. These complexes occur at specific ratios of PF4 to UFH [38]. At these ratios,

heparin neutralizes the charges of PF4 [36]. Also at this specific ratio, close approximation

of the PF4 tetramers occurs [39]. The immunogenic effect of protein/heparin complexes

has also been shown for other positively charged proteins, namely protamine and lysozyme

[35]. As in the case of PF4 the formation of complexes also occurs at specific molecular

ratios of protein to heparin. Antibodies against such complexes were found in patients

going through cardiopulmonary bypass surgery [35].

The first antibodies in HIT are often found between 4-14 days after the beginning of

the heparin treatment. The incidence of HIT is dependent on the duration of heparin

treatment, dose and heparin chain length. Therefore, LMWH have a 30-fold reduced risk

of HIT Type 2. Porcine heparin has an increased incidence of causing HIT, compared

to bovine heparin, and female patients have an increased risk of HIT compared to male

patients. Surgeries, especially cardiothoracic surgery, lead to an increased risk. In general

the risk of suffering from HIT is between 0.5 and 5% when heparin is administered longer

than five days.

The platelet count in patients generally drops below 50% of the initial value over the

course of two days. Greinacher et al. developed a score to diagnose HIT, judging the

degree of platelet drop, latency time after therapy start and degree of complications

[40]. Additionally, an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (EIA) can be used to detect
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

anti-PF4/heparin antibodies [41, 42]. However, the sole presence of anti-PF4/heparin

antibodies does not always cause HIT. In Germany, EIA is often accompanied by a

heparin-induced platelet activation (HIPA) assay [43]. In other areas, a serotonin release

assay (SRA) is used [44].

Antibodies found in HIT sera are generally polyclonal and polyspecific. In mice, they are

produced in the marginal zone B cells [45]. Arepally et al. developed a monoclonal IgG

antibody KKO that specifically binds to human PF4/heparin complexes [46]. The KKO

antibody is able to activate platelets via the Fcγ receptor IIa [47]. It is therefore, useful

in the further structural analysis of PF4/heparin complex antigenicity.

The first step of HIT therapy is to discontinue heparin administration. Failure to do so

may lead to limb loss or life threatening complications like pulmonary embolism, my-

ocardial infarction and stroke. Argatroban, a direct thrombin inhibitor, can be used as

an alternative anticoagulant to treat the primary procoagulant disorders and the HIT

complications, [48] Danaparoid is also a possible treatment option [49]. Vitamin K an-

tagonists can only be used as a follow up medication because they may cause warfarin

necrosis in patients with low platelet count. Patients do not benefit from inhibitors of

platelet aggregation e.g., aspirin. While fondaparinux never causes HIT, it may prime

the immune system against heparin [50].

Despite this therapeutic options, patients suffering from HIT have a 30% case fatality

rate. Further investigations about the PF4-heparin interactions are, therefore, necessary.

Platelet factor 4 (PF4), also known as CXCL4, is a protein from the family of CXC

chemokines. CXC chemokines bind to G protein-coupled receptors (CXCR) and influence

angiogenesis, neutrophil migration and work as lymphocyte chemoattractants. Despite

some angiostatic and chemotactic activities, the function of PF4 in the human body

is unclear [51]. In 2011, Krauel et al. suggested that PF4 is part of the host defense

mechanisms against bacteria [52, 53].

PF4 is released as a complex with a chondroitin 4-sulphate proteoglycan carrier (MW = 59 kDa)

from platelet α-granules upon activation [54]. The chondroitin can be replaced by hep-

arin or heparan sulfate of endothelial cell walls [55, 56]. PF4 is known to reduce the

anticoagulant activity of heparin [57].

The primary structure of the protein consists of 70 amino acids [58, 59] with five excess

positive charges per monomer [58] and an isoelectric point of 7.6 [55]. The subunit asso-

ciation of the tetrameric protein (Fig. 1.3) can be influenced by the addition of aliphatic

alcohols [60] or by varying pH and ionic strength [61]. The molecular weight MW of one
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

monomer is around 7.8 kDa, and the concentration of PF4 in human serum is 7-20 µg/ml

[24]. PF4 does not contain tryptophan residues and only one phenylalanine is present per

monomer. Therefore, the specific extinction coefficient A1%
1 cm, 280 nm is only 2.75 [55].

While human PF4 is not glycosylated, rat platelets contain glycosylated and non-glycosylated

forms of platelet factor 4 [64]. The glycosylation site (Thr2) lies on the N -terminal random

coil, which is extended by ten amino acids. In porcine platelets, PF4 is also glycosylated,

with a glycosylation site at the N -terminus (Thr8) and bovine PF4 is glycosylated at

Figure 1.3: Representation of a PF4 molecule based on 1RHP X-ray crystallography data
[62]. Four monomers colored in blue, yellow, red and green build up the homotetramer. The
aminoacids responsible for heparin binding (Arg20, Arg22, His23, Thr25, Lys46, Lys61, Lys62,
Lys65, Lys66) [63] are shown as sticks.
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Thr7 [65]. This site is missing in the human protein. The N -terminal region, before the

CXC motif, carries the most differences between different mammalian species, while the

rest of the molecule is relatively conserved.

PF4 has two binding sites for heparin, one on each dimer connected by a positively

charged groove on the PF4 tetramer [38, 66–68]. It contains 16 lysine residues clustered

at the C -terminal α-helices in four Lys-Lys-Ile-Ile-Lys-Lys palindromes [55]. This ring

of positive charges runs perpendicular to the α-helices [69]. The binding of heparin to

PF4 monomers is cooperative when it wraps around the tetramer and it is stronger with

heparins exceeding 10 kDa [57].

Sachais et al. described PF4 antagonists, able to disrupt PF4/heparin complexes by

interacting with the dimer-dimer interface [70]. This might be another approach to deal

with HIT.

New findings strengthen the idea that heparins are not the only substances that can induce

HIT. Nucleic acids such as aptamers bind to PF4, inducing similar structural changes in

the PF4 as heparin does. These changes induce antibody binding and platelet activation

[71]. The characterization of PF4/heparin interactions is therefore also important for

drug development in other areas apart from anticoagulation.

Although protamine is used to reverse the anticoagulant activity of heparin, it is im-

munogenic, anti–protamine/heparin antibodies being found in patients undergoing car-

diac surgery [72]. These antibodies can cause thrombosis and thrombocytopenia. Due to

its side effects, there is a need to replace protamine as antidote to heparin [73]. The field

of anticoagulation contains many sites that lead to immunogenicity.

The PF4/heparin complexes have been analyzed by a wide array of techniques. Using

electron beam lithography, Medvedev et al. produced micro-patterned arrays to visualize

the formation of PF4/heparin complexes, their recognition by anti-PF4/heparin antibod-

ies and the interaction of platelets with the PF4/heparin-antibody complexes [74]. They

showed by real-time calcium imaging that single platelets can be activated by PF4/heparin

complexes on a solid phase.

Block et al. used single molecule force spectroscopy to analyze the rupture forces between

PF4 and heparin or other negatively charged glycosaminoglycans with different degree of

sulfation (e.g., dextran sulfate, heparin and chondroitin sulfate) and found that at least

three glycosaminoglycan bonds have to be formed per PF4 molecule in order to present

antigenicity [75]. The degree of sulfation, however, had no impact on the unbinding forces

between PF4 and heparin, chondroitin sulfate or dextran sulfate.
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These findings were further clarified by Nguyen et al. who used defined chain length

heparins to analyze the length dependent energy barriers to PF4 [76]. They show that the

binding strength is directly proportional to the length of the heparin chain. Additionally,

they confirmed, that twelve monosaccharides are needed for the formation of antigenic

complexes.

Brandt et al. introduced circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy as a tool to predict anti-

genicity of polyanions and suggested a model, which accounts for the structural coaction

of the monomers in the PF4 molecule, when building the antigenic patch on the tetramer

[25].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Aims of this thesis

The aim of this study was to investigate the characteristics of PF4, heparins and PF4/heparin

complexes by using biophysical methods.

First, the size of the PF4/heparin complexes and their structure are investigated using

the complementary techniques of asymmetrical flow field-flow-fractionation (AF4), photon

correlation spectroscopy (PCS) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). Second, the thermo-

dynamics of the PF4 heparin binding process are investigated using isothermal titration

calorimetry (ITC) and circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. Thermodynamic param-

eters for the binding affinity together with mechanistic and structural information are

obtained. These biophysical parameters are further connected to the antigenicity and in

consequence, to the possible fatality of the binding of heparins to PF4 in anticoagulative

pharmacotherapy. Third, the thermal stability of PF4 and the PF4/heparin complexes is

investigated. The influence of different length heparins and the concentration dependence

of the PF4 melting temperature is shown using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).

The findings of this work may provide insights into the necessities for future heparin drug

development. Additionally, the PF4 molecule might also serve as a lattice for a better

understanding of immunogenicity for the growing market of biopharmaceuticals.
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Chapter 2

Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials

PF4 was purchased from Chromatec (Greifswald, Germany). NaCl and KH2PO4 were

purchased from Th. Geyer (Renningen, Germany) and Na2HPO4 · 7 H2O was from Merck

(Darmstadt, Germany). A clinically relevant heparin was used: Heparin-Natrium-25000

from Ratiopharm (Ulm, Germany). The heparin oligosaccharides HO06 (hexamer), HO08

(octamer) and HO16 (hexadecamer) were purchased from Iduron (Manchester, UK). Fon-

daparinux was from Arixtra syringes (GlaxoSmithKline, London, UK). Ultrapure water

was produced by reverse osmosis and electrodeionization (Elix 15, Millipore, Billerica,

MA) and subsequently by ultrafiltration and ion exchange (arium pro VF, Sartorius Ste-

dim Biotech, Göttingen, Germany) from drinking water. Tween 20 was purchased from

AppliChem (Darmstadt, Germany), Arginine was from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Ger-

many) and Glucose was from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). Phosphate buffered saline

(PBS) consisted of 155 mM NaCl, 1.54 mM KH2PO4, 2.71 mM Na2HPO4−7H2O at pH

7.2.

2.2 Asymmetrical Flow Field-Flow-Fractionation (AF4)

Asymmetrical flow field-flow-fractionation (AFFFF/AF4) and hollow-fiber flow field-flow-

fractionation (HF5) are techniques used to separate particles of different sizes. In AF4, a

flow is directed through a thin channel from the inlet to the outlet and further to detectors

and fraction collectors (Fig. 2.1). This flow has a parabolic flow profile. The flow velocity

v(x) at the distance x to the wall is determined by the pressure difference ∆p along the

11
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of an AF4 channel [77].

distance L, the dynamic viscosity η of the elution liquid and the height ω of the channel

(Eq. 2.1, Fig. 2.2).

v(x) =
∆p

2η · L
· x(ω − x) (2.1)

Perpendicularly to the channel flow Vc, a second flow – the cross flow Vx – is applied. The

cross flow exits the channel through a membrane placed at the bottom. It is regarded
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·10−2

v(x) [cm/s]

x
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m
]

Figure 2.2: Flow profile of a 150 µm AF4 channel. Ordinate and abscissa are interchanged for
a better visualization.
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as a directed field that deflects the particles towards the bottom part. In order to leave

the channel towards the detector, the particles have to diffuse back from the slow bottom

region to the faster middle of the channel. The diffusion rate D is dependent on the size

of the molecule or particle, more precisely its hydrodynamic radius RH . This is described

by the Stokes-Einstein equation,

D =
kBT

6πηRH

(2.2)

with kB being the Boltzmann’s constant and T the absolute temperature. Therefore,

smaller particles will diffuse faster and elute faster than larger particles. The retention

time tret described by Eq. 2.3, is directly proportional to the ratio of the cross flow Vx to

the channel flow Vc.

tret =
ω2

6 ·D
Vx
Vc

(2.3)

During and directly after the injection of the sample into the channel, a focusing step is

inserted. A focus flow from the inlet and the outlet of the channel is applied to form a

thin line of sample as a clear starting point. This is used to ensure narrow peaks.

The principle of field-flow-fractionation (FFF) was developed by J. C. Giddings in the

1960s [78]. Besides asymmetrical flow field-flow-fractionation and hollow-fiber flow field-

flow-fractionation, other variants such as Flow FFF, Thermal FFF, Split Flow Thin Cell

Fractionation and Centrifugal FFF are available. In comparison to size exclusion chro-

matography (SEC), AF4 is known to be faster, has no shear stress and no interactions of

the sample with a stationary phase and analytes can be either solved or dispersed [79].

Therefore, a broad range of samples can be gently separated with high resolution [80].

The Eclipse 3 separation system was used for the AF4 measurements. The high-performance

liquid chromatography (HPLC) device consisted of Agilent 1200 series: degasser G1322A,

pump G1310A, autosampler G1329A, autosampler thermostat G1330B, variable wave-

length detector (VWD) G1314B, fraction collector G1364C from Agilent Technology

(Böblingen, Germany) and Eclipse 3 separation system from Wyatt Technology Europe

(Dernbach, Germany). Additionally, a refractive index detector Optilab T-rEX from

Wyatt Technology Europe (Dernbach, Germany) was used.

The trapezoid channel had a length of 152 mm from the injection point to the elution

point. The width reduced from 21.5 mm to 3 mm along the channel. The height was set

to 350 µm with a spacer. The semipermeable membrane consisted of regenerated cellulose

with a 10 kDa molecular weight cut-off.

The channel flow was set to 1 ml/min. The cross flow differs in and between the ex-
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periments. The focus flow was set to 1.5 ml/min for 1 min and phosphate buffered

saline (PBS) was used as eluent. The injection flow rate was set to 200 µl/min with an

injection time of 2 min. 30 µl of sample were injected.

The UV detection of peaks was conducted at a wavelength λ of 230 nm, measured as

absorption units (AU). The refractive index was detected at 25 °C and is given as detector

voltage (V).

2.3 Photon Correlation Spectroscopy (PCS)

Photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS), also known as dynamic light scattering (DLS)

and quasi elastic light scattering (QUELS), measures scattered light to determine the

size of the sample. In contrast to static light scattering, where an absolute amount of

scattered light is measured, in the dynamic light scattering a function is measuring the

scattered light intensity fluctuations. These fluctuations are triggered by phase shifts of

the scattered light through particle diffusion. An autocorrelation function R(k) is used

to calculate the movement of the sample:

R(k) =
1

(n− k) · σ2

n−k∑
t=1

[Xt − µ][Xt+k − µ] (2.4)

X is the signal intensity, its average value is µ and σ2 is the variance. n is the number

of data points, and t is an iterator to the control variable k. Therefore, the measured

quantity is the diffusion rate (see Fig. 2.3). The Einstein–Smoluchowski relation

D = µκBT (2.5)

associates the diffusion coefficient D with the mobility µ of the particle, the Boltzmann’s

constant kB and the absolute temperature T . When the Stokes’ law

ζ = 6πηr (2.6)

is taken into consideration, one obtains the Stokes-Einstein-equation (Eq. 2.2, p. 13). The

size of a particle is proportional to the intensity of scattered light to the power of six,

I =
I0
R2

1 + cos2θ

2

(
2π

λ

)4(
n2 − 1

n2 + 2

)2(
d

2

)6

(2.7)
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where I is the intensity of scattered light at the scattering angle θ in the distance R

for unpolarized light I0 at the wavelength λ and d is the diameter of a sphere with the

refractive index n. Therefore, the detection is highly sensitive to larger particles such as

aggregates and dust contaminations.

Figure 2.3: Schematic of the PCS principle. Phase shifts of monochromatic laser light due to
size dependent diffusion of particles lead to changes in the intensity of light. The autocorrela-
tion function of the light scattering intensity over time, therefore, relates to the particles size
distribution [81].

A ZetaSizer ZS (green badge λ = 532 nm, Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, UK) was

used to measure back scattered light at θ = 173 °. The refractive index of the PF4 was

estimated to be 1.450 with a light absorption of 0 at 532 nm. The value of the viscosity

of the liquid was fixed to be 0.8882 cP at 25 °C with a refractive index of 1.330. The

Mark-Houwink parameters were set to A = 0.428 and K = 7.67 · 10-5 cm2/s. A general

purpose model was used for the data analysis. The samples were measured in disposable

UV-transparent cuvettes (Brand, Wertheim, Germany).

2.4 Bicinchoninic Acid Assay (BCA)

The so called bicinchoninic acid (BCA) reaction is used to measure protein concentrations

[82]. It is based on the reduction of Copper (Cu2+) by cysteine, cystine, tryptophan,

tyrosine and the peptide bond when it reacts quantitatively with proteins [83].

Cu2+ + e–
OH−
−−−→ Cu+
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Bicinchoninic acid (2-(4-Carboxyquinolin-2-yl)quinoline-4-carboxylic acid) a carboxylated

quinoline builds a purple chelate complex with cuprous ion (Cu+) in alkaline environment.

Therefore, the amount of protein can be measured from the light absorption of the complex

at the wavelength λ = 562 nm.

Cu+ + 2
N N

COOHCOOH

bicinchoninic acid

Cu+

N

COOH COOH

N

N

COOHCOOH

N

bicinchoninic acid Cu+ complex

A “Bicinchoninic Acid Kit for Protein Determination” (Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Ger-

many) was used to measure protein concentration. The reagent is compiled from a so-

lution of bicinchoninic acid (1000 µl, Reagent A) and a solution of Copper(II) sulfate

pentahydrate (20 µl, Reagent B) in Na2CO3/NaHCO3 buffer containing sodium tartrate

at pH 11.25. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) was used as standard and the reaction took

place for 30 min at 60 °C. The absorbance at λ = 562 nm was measured using a NanoDrop

2000c (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Schwerte, Germany).

2.5 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

The atomic force microscope is a special member in the family of microscopes, which

rather than using light to see the sample, feels the surface. On an elastic cantilever, a fine

tip, usually made of silicon or silicon nitride, with a typical radius of 2-20 nm is mounted

(Fig. 2.4). This lever is glued to a tiny glass chip, the probe. The sample rests on a

piezoelectric transducer that allows to exactly move the sample in x, y and z directions.

The piezoelectric ceramic crystal expands with high reproducibility and atomic accuracy

when voltage is applied to it. The tip motion is registered with the help of a laser beam

that is focused onto the lever just above the tip and deflected to a photodiode detector

with four segments. As the tip raster scans the surface in x-y lines it is deflected from
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A B

Figure 2.4: Electron microscope images of AFM cantilevers. A: Image of a DNP-S cantilever
tip with a nominal tip radius of 10 nm. B: Image of a DNP-S cantilever. Two cantilevers are
mounted on each side of the probe. With permission from Bruker probes [84, 85].

the surface and the changed angle is registered by the detector (Fig. 2.5). The bending

force F is determined by the Hooke’s law

F = ks (2.8)

with k being the spring constant of the cantilever, which is very soft and s being the

deflection of the cantilever. The difference between the upper and lower segments of the

detector measures the z-motion of the tip, while the difference between the left and right

segments represents the lateral motion of the tip through friction. The z information

is stored to produce the surface image and also used in a control loop to maintain a

constant force F , and therefore, height above the sample. In the tapping mode, the

cantilever is constantly oscillated close to its resonance frequency and the changes in the

oscillation are used to build up the surface image. The lateral forces are strongly reduced

in comparison to the contact mode. This approach allows to resolve nanoscale structures

of fragile samples.

In contrast to the electron microscope, biological samples can be imaged under natural

conditions nearly in real time. This is ideal for imaging of proteins, DNA or whole cells.

Additionally, AFMs have different spectroscopic modes that measure forces between the

sample and the tip. Atomic force microscopy was established in 1981 when Binnig and

Rohrer invented the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) [86–88]. It has since conquered

its place in every natural science from chemistry to biology to materials science and

medicine.

To characterize the structural features of the PF4/heparin complexes, AFM imaging in

liquid was carried out using a BioScope II scanning probe microscope from Digital In-
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of an AFM instrument. The cantilever scans over the sample surface. Its
deflection is measured by the displacement of the reflected laser beam on the photo diode. Public
domain image

struments (Santa Barbara, CA). NanoScope 7.3 software was used to control the AFM,

to set the imaging parameters and for flattening of the images.

Preformed PF4/heparin complexes were incubated on freshly cleaved mica for 10 s, fol-

lowed by rinsing with ultrapure water. For imaging, a few drops of ultrapure water were

added on the mica with adsorbed samples. All samples were imaged in tapping mode at

room temperature using silicon nitride cantilevers DNP-S (Veeco, Camarillo, CA) with a

drive frequency of 8-14 kHz in water and a nominal curvature radius of 10 nm (Fig. 2.4).

AFM images of the PF4/heparin complexes and of their constituents were recorded. All

experiments were repeated at least three times using freshly prepared samples.

The height distribution of the AFM imaged features was analyzed using a home-written

MatLab script (MathWorks, Natick, MA). Briefly, the script scans over the images iden-

tifying the highest points within a moving 17x17 rectangle, giving the position and max-

imum height of the samples adsorbed on mica. To avoid crosstalk with measurement

noise, a 0.9 nm threshold (the standard deviation of the background noise in the AFM

images) was used in this study. Height values were then merged and plotted into a semi-

logarithmic point histogram. As the typically observed height values were on the order

of the tip curvature radius, tip convolution led to a strong lateral broadening of the ob-

served structures. Therefore, no further analysis of the lateral dimensions of the detected

structures was conducted.
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2.6 Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC)

Knowing the thermodynamics of a system is the key to understand the properties of

its components. The number and type of bonds determine the thermodynamics of the

protein-ligand interactions. Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) can directly measure

the binding energetics for the binding of two partners in solution at constant temperature.

Enthalpy change ∆H is associated with intramolecular and intermolecular interactions.

No labeling or immobilization is required and it can be used for instance to determine

protein-ligand binding, protein-protein binding, protein-carbohydrate binding or DNA-

protein binding. ITC provides the thermodynamic parameters stoichiometry n, enthalpy

change ∆H, entropy change ∆S and Gibbs free energy change ∆G and affinity constant

KA by stepwise titration in one single experiment.

The ITC instrument measures heat-flux by dynamic power compensation, the amount of

power (µcal/s) required to maintain the preset temperature. An ITC instrument consists

of two separate coin-shaped cells enclosed in an adiabatic jacket, one containing the sample

and the other being a reference cell containing only buffer or water. Through a rotating

syringe, that also serves as a stirrer, a few microliters of ligand are injected periodically.

While the chemical reaction takes place, heat is either absorbed or released during the

repeated injections. This heat is measured as a difference in the necessary heating between

both cells using a peltier semiconductor sensor (Fig. 2.6).

Figure 2.6: Schematic of an ITC instrument. The sample cell is filled with the protein. The
ligand is injected through the stirring syringe. Public domain image.
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Between the injections, enough time is granted to reach equilibrium, so that discrete

peaks of heat can be observed. As the macromolecule gets saturated by the ligand in the

cell, less and less heat is evolved, the peak values decline. At the end of the experiment,

the area under the heat curve is integrated. The heat values are fitted to a model curve

afterwards (Fig. 2.7).

Figure 2.7: Schematic of a typical titration curve. The heat peaks (left panel) are integrated and
fitted to a binding model to gain the thermodynamic parameters (right panel). With permission
from GE Healthcare Life Sciences.

The most simple form of two macromolecules binding is a one-to-one binding of the ligand

L on the binding site of the macromolecule M.

M + L −−→ ML

The association constant KA of this reaction is

KA =
[ML]

[M ]× [L]
(2.9)

with [ML], [M] and [L] being the concentrations of the complex, the macromolecule and the

ligand, respectively. These concentrations are close to their activity a in dilute solutions.

When considering the reverse process namely dissociation,

ML −−→ M + L

the dissociation constant KD is defined as:

KD =
1

KA

=
[M ]× [L]

[ML]
(2.10)

The dimension of KA, therefore, is M-1 and the dimension of KD is M.
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The observed heat Q of the reaction in the calorimetric cell is used to obtain the thermo-

dynamic parameters. The relation between the thermodynamic parameters is described

in Eq. 2.11 with Q being the observed heat, ∆H the enthalpy change, [M ]tot = [M ]+[ML]

the molar concentration of the macromolecules in the cell with n similar binding sites and

V the volume of the cell.

Q = ∆H · V · [ML] = ∆H · V · [M ]tot
nKA[L]

1 +KA[L]
(2.11)

And therefore, the software finds the best fit for the parameters n, KA and ∆H. The

Gibbs free energy change ∆G and the change in entropy ∆S can afterwards be calculated

with the Gibbs equation:

∆G = −RT lnKA = ∆H − T∆S (2.12)

Heparin and PF4 were separately dialyzed against PBS buffer at pH 7.4 in mini dialysis

tubes (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Munich, Germany) with a molecular weight cut-

off of 1 kDa. ITC measurements were carried out using an iTC200 calorimeter (GE

Healthcare Life Sciences, Munich, Germany). The concentration of PF4 in the cell was

500-2470 µg/ml and a solution of heparin (450-900 µg/ml) was loaded into the injection

syringe. For each experiment a 60 s delay was followed by 19 injections of 1 µl of the

titrant solution, spaced 240 s apart. The sample was stirred at 1000 rpm and maintained

at 25 °C. Control titrations were performed by injecting heparin into PBS buffer.

The area under each peak of the resulting heat profile was integrated, normalized by

the concentrations, and plotted against the molar ratio of heparin to PF4 using Origin

version 7 supplied with the instrument. The resulting binding isotherms were fitted by

non-linear least squares fitting using the single-site model. A two-site model was tested

without obtaining independent fitting parameters. The stoichiometry of the interaction

(n), the equilibrium constant KA, and the change in enthalpy ∆H were obtained during

the fitting of all titration data. Equilibrium dissociation constants KD were calculated as

the reciprocal of KA. All titrations were replicated at least three times to determine the

experimental standard deviation for each parameter.
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2.7 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

In differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), the heat capacity Cp of samples is measured

by controlled heating and cooling. Heat Q is produced by an electrical heater:

Q = RI2∆τ (2.13)

The duration of heating ∆τ , the electric current I and the resistance R of the heater are

known. The temperature difference while heating ∆T is observed:

Cp(T ) =
Q

∆T
(2.14)

In order to ensure equilibrium, small sample volumes below 1 ml are used. The influence

of the surroundings and heat exchange have to be considered and minimized. The sen-

sitivity of the instrument has to be high in order to observe the small changes from the

small concentrations of the protein in its solvent. Therefore, in DSC, differential instead

of absolute values are recorded. Two identical coin shaped cells are independently heated.

One is filled with the sample in its solvent, the other one is filled with the solvent only

(Fig. 2.8). In this way, the solvent and the surroundings are neglected. The cells are

also enclosed in an adiabatic shield to further reduce surrounding effects. At last, the

temperature control is optimized by constant heating or cooling. The cells are scanned

over a predefined temperature range at a fixed rate. Their temperature is measured with

resistance temperature detectors and compared by an electronic control unit. Endother-

mic reactions in the sample cell require more power application to maintain the same

heating rate, while exothermic processes require less power. This power difference DP

between the cells is recorded.

The first DSC was constructed by P. Privalov et al. in 1965 [89]. Several optimizations

have led to an easy to use robust instrument [90–94]. With DSC it is possible to measure

physical transformations (e.g., polymorphism, melting, boiling) and chemical reactions

(e.g., decomposition, dehydration). It is also possible to use this information in stability

and purity testing.

In this thesis a VP-DSC (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Munich, Germany) has been used

for the stability measurements. PF4 and the PF4/heparin complexes were scanned from

10-128 °C. The heating rate was set to 90 °C/h. A 10 s software filter was used for noise

suppression. The instrument cells are pressured to around 2 bar above ambient in order

to allow measurements above 100 °C. The protein concentration was 0.2 mg/ml if not
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of a DSC instrument. Two similar cells are heated at constant rate and
the difference in necessary heating DP is recorded as heat capacity.

otherwise stated. PF4/heparin complexes were incubated for 30 min. All solutions were

degassed for at least 5 min prior to injection into the instrument.

2.8 Circular Dichroism (CD) Spectroscopy

The secondary structure of proteins can be measured by circular dichroism (CD) spec-

troscopy. In circularly polarized light, the electric field vector of a light wave rotates

around its propagation direction. Chiral molecules are optically active substances. They

will partly and differentially absorb right and left polarized light. The resulting difference

∆ε = εL − εR is called circular dichroism. This effect is wavelength dependent. The in-

strument sends right and left polarized light of equal intensity (IR, IL) through the sample

in alternation. The difference in absorption ∆A is recorded as spectrum.

∆A(λ) = lg

(
IR(λ)

IL(λ)

)
(2.15)

The absorption values are then calculated to millidegrees of ellipticity θ.

θ = 3298.2 ·∆A (2.16)
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For proteins, the secondary structure can be approximated by comparison with spectra of

well-known peptides. Every secondary protein structure has a defined spectrum, and the

CD spectrum of a protein is an overlay of the spectra of its involved partial structures.

Therefore, it is possible to use a database of peptide spectra to deconvolute the ratio of α-

helix, β-turns, random coil, antiparallel and parallel β-sheet structures in the investigated

protein (Fig. 2.9).

Figure 2.9: The principle of CD spectroscopy. Left and right circularly polarized (LCP, RCP)
light is absorbed by chiral substances. The secondary structure of proteins can be deconvoluted
from the absorption spectra. With permission from Sven Brandt.

CD spectroscopy is used in drug and food industries since the mid-nineteenth century

[95]. Low amounts of sample can be measured a non-destructive manner in solution.

The method is very accurate when relative changes in the secondary structure are to be

detected. However, care must be taken to avoid high buffer concentrations, because many

salts absorb light below 200 nm.

The CD spectroscopy experiments were conducted and analyzed by Sven Brandt.

Changes in the secondary structure of PF4 upon interaction with heparins were studied by

recording far-UV CD spectra (200–260 nm) using a Chirascan CD spectrometer (Applied

Photophysics, Leatherhead, UK) as previously described [25]. PF4 was dissolved in PBS

to final concentrations of 80 µg/mL (0.0025 mM). Complex formation was carried out

at 20 °C directly in the CD cuvette (Hellma, Müllheim, Germany). Each measurement

started with a pure PF4 solution, whose initial concentration was set to 80 µg/mL (cuvette

path length = 5 mm). Subsequently, increasing amounts of the heparins (UFH, HO16,

HO08, HO06 and fondaparinux) were added to the cuvette and CD spectra were recorded

for each mixing step. Buffer baselines and baselines of each heparin concentration step

(i.e., without PF4 in the solution) were recorded.

In the data analysis, the spectra of PF4 alone and of PF4/heparin complexes were cor-
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rected for the baselines, path length, number of amino acids, and concentration to obtain

the wavelength dependent mean residue delta epsilon (MRDE) values of the PF4/heparin

complex. To estimate the secondary structure content of PF4, deconvolution of CD-

spectra was carried out with CDNN (circular dichroism neural network) software using a

database of 33 reference proteins [96].

2.9 Enzyme-linked Immunosorbent Assay (EIA)

Clinically, HIT is caused by antibodies binding to the complex of PF4 and heparin.

Therefore, the measurement of antibody binding to the different complexes was conducted

with enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (EIA). The binding of antibodies is measured

through an enzymatic color reaction. In solid phase EIA, the antigen is adsorbed to

the surface of a microtiter plate. Then, a primary antibody binds specifically to the

antigenic analyte. This antibody is recognized by a secondary antibody which is coupled

to an enzyme. The enzyme will catalyze a color reaction and thereby, will amplify and

visualize the signal. In our experiments, a peroxidase was used to catalyze the reduction

of hydrogen peroxide.

H2O2 + 2 e– + 2 H+ peroxidase−−−−−−→ 2 H2O

In the following step, 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine is oxidized to 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethyl-

benzidine diimine.

H2N NH2

3,3’,5,5’-

tetramethylbenzidine

−−⇀↽−− HN NH

3,3’,5,5’-

tetramethylbenzidine diimine

+ 2 e– + 2 H+

The amount of analyte can then be photometrically measured with the help of the

Beer–Lambert law:

A = −log10
I

I0
= ε · l · c (2.17)

with ε being the molar extinction coefficient, l being the thickness of the liquid and c

being the concentration of the analyte. This principle is depicted in Fig. 2.10.

The EIA experiments were conducted and analyzed by Sven Brandt.

PF4/heparin EIA was performed as described [97] with human sera of patients known
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to contain anti-PF4/heparin IgG antibodies verified by PF4/heparin EIA and heparin-

induced platelet activation (HIPA) test. UFH and the defined length heparins were added

in rising concentrations (UFH: 0-14 µg/mL, HO16 and HO08: 0-11.7 µg/mL, HO06: 0-15

µg/mL, fondaparinux: 0-30 µg/mL).

Figure 2.10: Schematic of the EIA experimental setup. A) PF4/heparin complexes are bound
to the microtiter plate. B) antigenic complexes interact with primary antibodies. C) secondary
antibodies bind specifically to the primary antibodies. D) Catalytic activity of the enzyme coupled
to the secondary antibodies. With permission from Sven Brandt.
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Results

3.1 Size Separation of Platelet Factor 4

Asymmetrical flow field-flow-fractionation is a tool to analyze and separate samples by

means of size. Size separation was performed in order to separate complexes of PF4 and

UFH.

3.1.1 Flow Parameters of the Asymmetrical Flow Field-Flow-

Fractionation

The primary parameter of the asymmetrical flow field-flow-fractionation (AF4) is the cross

flow Vx. For unknown or polydisperse samples, a good screening method is to first use a

strong cross flow, which decreases in the course of the experiment run. Platelet factor 4

was dissolved in PBS to a concentration of 1 mg/ml. The eluent solution also was PBS.

A regenerated cellulose membrane with 10 kDa molecular weight cut-off was used. The

channel height was set to 350 µm. The flow program is depicted in Table 3.1.

The first peak elutes at 11.1 min, 5.1 min after the elution starts (Fig. 3.1). A second, not

separated peak visible at 12.4 min, protrudes into a broad shoulder. The peak area was

calculated as 53 and 199 mAU*s, respectively. The cross flow at 11.1 min was 2.38 ml/min.

The cross flow rate at the elution time of the protein was used in the following runs. The

further optimization aims for a method, which has the first peak 3 min after the void

peak appears. Also the method has to show a good separation and a good signal-to-noise

ratio.
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Table 3.1: Flow program for Fig. 3.1. The procedure started with 2 min of flushing. The injection
began with the build up of the focus flow, followed by injection and further focusing. A linearly
decreasing cross flow was applied together with a channel flow of 1 ml/min from 6 to 31 min.
Finally, a 5 min flushing step was included.

Time Duration Mode Vx Start Vx End Focus Flow
[min] [min] [ml/min] [ml/min] [ml/min]

0 2 Elution 3 3 -
2 1 Focus - - 1.5
3 2 Focus+Injection - - 1.5
5 1 Focus - - 1.5
6 25 Elution 3 0 -
31 5 Elution 0 0 -
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Figure 3.1: A linearly decreasing cross flow was used for a first overview. The UV-detection was
carried out at λ = 230 nm (red curve). The void peak appears after 6 min. At 11.1 min a first
sample peak appears followed by a non separated peak with a broad shoulder.
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In the following run (Fig. 3.2) the constant cross flow was set to 2 ml/min, compared

to runs with 1 ml/min and 3 ml/min (Table 3.2). The peak is visible at 10.6, 9.5 and

7.8 min for 3, 2 and 1 ml/min cross flow. Additional peaks are visible after the flushing

steps at 11 min and 16 min.

Table 3.2: Flow program for Fig. 3.2. Constant cross flows of 3, 2 or 1 ml/min were applied.
The flushing step contains a one minute flushing of the injection capillary.

Time Duration Mode Vx Start Vx End Focus Flow
[min] [min] [ml/min] [ml/min] [ml/min]

0 2 Elution 3 3 -
2 1 Focus - - 1.5
3 2 Focus+Injection - - 1.5
5 1 Focus - - 1.5
6 5 Elution 3/2/1 3/2/1 -
11 5 Elution 0 0 -
16 1 Elution+Injection 0 0 -
17 1 Elution 0 0 -
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Figure 3.2: Different constant cross flow rates of 1 ml/min (blue), 2 ml/min (green) and
3 ml/min (red) were tested. By increasing the flow, the peak localized at 7.8 shifts to 9.5 and to
10.6 min.
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3.1.2 Results Obtained Using an AF4 Channel

Different concentrations of PF4 were used in the next experiments. The cross flow started

with 5 min of isocratic elution followed by 5 min of elution with cross flow gradient

(Table 3.3). For 1 mg/ml (Fig. 3.3, red curve) a first peak occurs at 9.50 min. At 16.43 min

a second peak is visible during a small focus flow of 0.1 ml/min. For 0.5 mg/ml (Fig. 3.3,

green curve) the peaks occur at 9.5 and 16.5 min. The area under the curve (AUC) are

7.3 and 2868 mAU*s for 1.0 mg/ml PF4 and 3.2 and 50.9 mAU*s for 0.5 mg/ml PF4.

Therefore, the AUC is not linearly dependent on the PF4 concentration.

Table 3.3: Flow program for Fig. 3.3. A constant cross flow rate of 2 ml/min, followed by a
linearly decreasing cross flow from 2 to 0.1 ml/min was applied.

Time Duration Mode Vx Start Vx End Focus Flow
[min] [min] [ml/min] [ml/min] [ml/min]

0 2 Elution 3 3 -
2 1 Focus - - 1.5
3 2 Focus+Injection - - 1.5
5 1 Focus - - 1.5
6 5 Elution 2 2 -
11 5 Elution 2 0.1 -
16 5 Elution 0.1 0.1 -
21 5 Elution 0 0 -
26 1 Elution+Injection 0 0 -
27 1 Elution 0 0 -
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Figure 3.3: PF4 1 mg/ml (red curve) and PF4 0.5 mg/ml (green curve) were analyzed at constant
cross flow of 2 ml/min followed by a linearly decreasing cross flow.
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In further experiments, possible aggregation or adsorption of PF4 were observed (Fig. 3.4,

Table 3.4). PF4 seemed to bind to parts of the AF4 channel (e.g., membrane, walls, tubes).

After approximately 10 min, a broad shoulder appears, that evolves into a peak after a

small cross flow of 0.1 ml/min is reached at 21 min. This phenomenon is accompanied by

a shift in the baseline.

Table 3.4: Flow program for Fig. 3.4 and 3.5. A constant cross flow rate of 2 ml/min, followed
by a linearly decreasing cross flow from 2 to 0.1 ml/min was applied.

Time Duration Mode Vx Start Vx End Focus Flow
[min] [min] [ml/min] [ml/min] [ml/min]

0 2 Elution 3 3 -
2 1 Focus - - 1.5
3 2 Focus+Injection - - 1.5
5 1 Focus - - 1.5
6 5 Elution 2 2 -
16 5 Elution 2 0.1 -
21 5 Elution 0.1 0.1 -
26 1 Elution 0 0 -
31 1 Elution+Injection 0 0 -
32 1 Elution 0 0 -
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Figure 3.4: Elugram indicating aggregation or adsorption of PF4. After 10 min, a shoulder
appears that evolves into a peak at 21 min. Three repetitions are shown.
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To reduce the aggregation or adsorption of PF4 in the channel, Tween 20 – a non-ionic and

non-denaturing detergent – was used at a concentration of 0.002% in the eluent, (Fig. 3.5,

Table 3.4) which is lower than its critical micelle concentration (CMC) (approximately

0.007%) [98]. Therefore, no particle behavior of Tween micelles was expected. However,

the elugram shows a peak at 10.1 and 18.5 min not only for the PF4 solution, but also

for the blank buffer. The PF4 sample (red curve) only shows a smaller additional peak

at 13.1 min.
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Figure 3.5: Elugram obtained with Tween 20 in the eluent. Artifact peaks of Tween 20 dominate
the signal of the PF4 (red) and the blank run (green). The flow program was the same as in
Fig. 3.4 (Table 3.4)

To assess the repeatability of the results, the variability between runs on the same day

(Fig. 3.6, Table 3.5) and between runs on following days (Fig. 3.7) was controlled. Peaks

occur at 14.4 min when only 0.1 ml/min of cross flow is applied. The AUC on following

experiments is declining over the course of one day. Large differences are visible between

the experiments of different days. While the first peak at 14 min shows a reduced AUC,

a broad shoulder evolves after the peak on the second day.
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Table 3.5: Flow program for Fig. 3.6 and 3.7. A constant cross flow rate of 3 ml/min, followed
by a decreasing cross flow from 3 to 0 ml/min was applied.

Time Duration Mode Vx Start Vx End Focus Flow
[min] [min] [ml/min] [ml/min] [ml/min]

0 2 Elution 3 3 -
2 1 Focus - - 1.5
3 2 Focus+Injection - - 1.5
5 1 Focus - - 1.5
6 6 Elution 3 3 -
12 2 Elution 3 0.1 -
14 3 Elution 0.1 0 -
17 5 Elution 0 0 -
22 1 Elution+Injection 0 0 -
23 1 Elution 0 0 -
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Figure 3.6: Elugrams for a repetition under the same conditions on the same day. 0 min (red
curve), 30 min (green curve). The AUC decreases between the runs.
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Figure 3.7: Elugrams for a repetition under the same conditions on subsequent days. Immediately
(red curve) and after 24 h (green curve). The AUC decreases between the runs and a shoulder
appears. 33
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The influence of the focus flow on the separation quality was assessed. In the first runs,

focus flow rates between 0.1 and 0.4 ml/min were used (Fig. 3.8, Table 3.6). The peak

occurs at 4.3 min. The AUC decreases from 313.5 to 154 to 76.5 to 38.5 mAU*s. In a

following run, the focus flow was set to 0 ml/min and the cross flow was set to 0.2 ml/min

(Fig. 3.9, Table 3.7). At 0.9 min, a peak with a height of 15.2 mAU and an AUC of

516.3 mAU*s is visible. In a final experiment, different cross flows (0.2-3 ml/min) were

tested without focus flow. The peaks are visible at 0.9, 0.6, 0.5 and 0.4 min for 0.2, 1,

2 and 3 ml/min cross flow, respectively. The AUC decreases from 516 to 134 to 72 to

43 mAU*s. There is a non-linear relationship between the AUC and the flows. The less

the cross flow is, the higher is the AUC (Fig. 3.10).

Table 3.6: Flow program for Fig. 3.8. A linearly decreasing cross flow from 2 to 0 ml/min was
applied. The focus flow was varied from 0.1 to 0.4 ml/min.

Time Duration Mode Vx Start Vx End Focus Flow
[min] [min] [ml/min] [ml/min] [ml/min]

0 1 Elution 3 3 -
1 1 Focus - - 0.1-0.4
2 2 Focus+Injection - - 0.1-0.4
4 8 Elution 2 0 -
12 3 Elution+Injection 0 0 -
15 2 Elution 0 0 -
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Figure 3.8: Elugrams of different focus flow rates. 0.1 ml/min (red curve), 0.2 ml/min (green
curve), 0.3 ml/min (blue curve), 0.4 ml/min (violet curve). The inset highlights the peak area
between 4.2 and 4.5 min. The AUC decreases with increasing the focus flow.
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Table 3.7: Flow program for Fig. 3.9. A very small constant cross flow was applied. No focusing
step was included.

Time Duration Mode Vx Start Vx End Focus Flow
[min] [min] [ml/min] [ml/min] [ml/min]

0 5 Elution+Injection 0.2 0.2 -
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Figure 3.9: Elugram of a run without focus flow.

Table 3.8: Flow program for Fig. 3.10. A constant cross flow between 0.2 and 3 ml/min was
applied. No focusing step was included.

Time Duration Mode Vx Start Vx End Focus Flow
[min] [min] [ml/min] [ml/min] [ml/min]

0 5 Elution+Injection 0.2/1/2/3 0.2/1/2/3 -
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Figure 3.10: Elugram of different cross flows without focus flow. 0.2 ml/min (red curve),
1 ml/min (green curve), 2 ml/min (blue curve), 3 ml/min (violet curve). The AUC and the
peak time decrease with increasing cross flow.
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Although PF4 has a molecular weight of 32 kDa and the molecular weight cutoff of the

used membranes was 10 kDa, PF4 monomers (7.9 kDa) can appear. Therefore, the protein

loss through the membrane was analyzed (Fig. 3.11, Table 3.9). The refractive index (RI)

detector was removed from the channel outlet and connected to the cross flow outlet.

The focus flow was 1 ml/min, the cross flow was 1 ml/min. At 4.2 and at 5.7 min two

non-separated peaks with AUCs of 75.3 and 73.4 V*s occur. These peaks are not visible

when no PF4 is injected.

Table 3.9: Flow program for Fig. 3.11. A constant cross flow rate of 1 ml/min was applied. The
RI Detector was coupled to the cross flow outlet.

Time Duration Mode Vx Start Vx End Focus Flow
[min] [min] [ml/min] [ml/min] [ml/min]

0 1 Elution 3 3 -
1 1 Focus - - 1
2 2 Focus+Injection - - 1
4 1 Focus - - 1
5 5 Elution 1 1 -
10 1 Elution 0 0 -
11 2 Elution+Injection 0 0 -
13 1 Elution 0 0 -
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Figure 3.11: Detection of material which leaves the channel through the membrane. Two non
separated peaks are visible.

3.1.3 Results Obtained Using a HF5 Channel

In order to overcome the previous described limitations (aggregation, adsorption, repeata-

bility), a new design of FFF was tested. In direct cooperation with Wyatt Technology
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(Dernbach, Germany), the AF4 channel was exchanged with a hollow-fiber flow field-flow-

fractionation (HF5) channel. The HF5 channel consisted of one hollow membrane fiber

with a widthR of 400 µm embedded in a cartridge. The membrane material was polyether-

sulfon (PES) with a molecular weight cutoff of 10 kDa. Representative chromatograms of

PF4 (Fig. 3.12), heparin (Fig. 3.13) and the PF4/heparin complex (Fig. 3.14) are shown.
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Figure 3.12: Elugrams of PF4 separated by hollow-fiber flow field-flow-fractionation. Three
repetitions are shown.
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Figure 3.13: Elugrams of heparin separated by hollow-fiber flow field-flow-fractionation. Three
repetitions are shown.
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Figure 3.14: Elugrams of PF4/heparin complexes separated by hollow-fiber flow field-flow-
fractionation. Three repetitions are shown.
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3.2 Platelet Factor 4 and its Aggregates

The size of PF4 and its auto-aggregates can be measured by PCS. The term “size” is used

for the Z-Average (Z-Ave), which is the light scattering intensity weighted hydrodynamic

diameter.

3.2.1 Size Measurement by Photon Correlation Spectroscopy

PF4 was diluted in water to a final concentration of 0.1 mg/ml. The size of the sample

increased over an extended period of time (Fig. 3.15). The median size of the auto-

aggregates was found to be 5281 nm.
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Figure 3.15: Aggregation of PF4 upon dilution in water to 0.1 mg/ml. The Z-Ave is the scat-
tering intensity weighted average hydrodynamic diameter of the sample. Aggregates with a size
of 5 µm were found.

In order to minimize the aggregation process, the ionic strength of the PF4 solution was

increased. Different amounts of PBS were added throughout these experiments. However,

for convenience, only the concentration of sodium chloride will be given. The isotonic ionic

strength of human blood equals approximately 150 mM NaCl. In Figure 3.16 the resulting

size development for salt concentrations of 150 mM or higher is shown. The size of the

aggregates shows no time dependent growth.

The resulting size development for smaller salt concentrations is shown in Figure 3.17.

The size of the aggregates shows the smallest values for 150 mM NaCl.

In Figure 3.18 the resulting size developments for different dilutions of PF4 are shown.

The size of the aggregates rises with smaller PF4 concentrations.
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Figure 3.16: Aggregation of PF4 upon dilution to a final concentration of 0.1 mg/ml with different
NaCl concentrations. 150 mM (red dots), 300 mM (green dots), 450 mM (blue dots), 600 mM
(violet dots), 750 mM (cyan dots) and 1500 mM (yellow dots). The smallest particles are found
for 150 mM NaCl.
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Figure 3.17: Aggregation of PF4 upon dilution to 0.1 mg/ml with different NaCl concentrations.
15 mM (red dots), 75 mM (green dots) and 150 mM (blue dots). The smallest particles are
found for 150 mM NaCl.
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Figure 3.18: Aggregation of PF4 upon dilution to different PF4 concentrations. 0.1 mg/ml
(green dots), 0.1 mg/ml (red dots), 0.2 mg/ml (blue dots), 0.3 mg/ml (violet dots), 0.5 mg/ml
(cyan dots) and 1 mg/ml (yellow dots). Higher PF4 concentrations show lower particle sizes.
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An isotonic solution of glucose was tested as an excipient for the reduction of the aggrega-

tion of PF4. The PF4 particle size in the 5% glucose solution is not reduced in comparison

to 150 mM NaCl. (Fig. 3.19)
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Figure 3.19: Aggregation of PF4 upon dilution in different buffers to 0.1 mg/ml. 5% glucose (red
dots) and 150 mM NaCl (green dots). 5% glucose does not reduce the size of the PF4 aggregates.

Tween 20 was tested as an excipient for the reduction of the aggregation of PF4 (Fig. 3.20).

Small concentrations of only 0.001% of Tween 20 in the PF4 solution show a big amount

of large particles, whereas higher concentrations of 0.1% seem predominantly smaller.
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Figure 3.20: Aggregation of PF4 upon dilution in buffers containing Tween 20. PBS without
Tween 20 (red dots), PBS with 0.001% Tween 20 (green dots) and PBS with 0.1% Tween 20
(blue dots). The smallest particles are visible in solutions containing 0.1% Tween 20.
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3.2.2 Size Separation by Centrifugation

In order to not only gain information about the size of the PF4 auto-aggregates, but also

about their quantity, PF4 samples with a concentration of 0.1 mg/ml were centrifuged for

30 min at 20000 x g. The protein concentration in the supernatant was measured by BCA

assay to assess the remaining amount of non-aggregated PF4. In Fig. 3.21 the influence

of different Tween 20 concentrations is shown. With rising concentrations of Tween 20

in the buffer, more PF4 is retained in the supernatant. The effect of the pH was also

determined. It is visible in Fig. 3.22 that the lowest PF4 concentration was found around

pH 7, while higher concentrations are found at pH 2 and pH 11 at the outer bounds of the

pH scale. Different excipients were used as addition to PBS (Fig. 3.23) and compared to

PF4 in PBS or water. While 10 and 100 mM Arginine show higher recoveries of PF4, the

effect of Trehalose and Glucose results in lower concentrations of PF4 in the supernatant.
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Figure 3.21: Aggregation of PF4 upon dilution in buffers containing Tween 20. The concen-
tration of non-aggregated PF4 in solutions containing 0%, 0.001%, 0.01%, 0.1% and 1% of
Tween in the PBS buffer is given. The concentration of PF4 in the supernatant rises with rising
concentration of Tween 20.
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Figure 3.22: Aggregation of PF4 upon dilution in buffers with varying pH values. The concen-
tration of non-aggregated PF4 in the PBS buffers is given. The smallest concentration of PF4
is found at pH 7.6.
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Figure 3.23: Aggregation of PF4 upon dilution in buffers containing different excipients. The
concentration of non-aggregated PF4 in solutions containing Arginine (wide red rectangles),
Trehalose (narrow green rectangles), Glucose (blue forward slashes) only PBS buffer (violet
backward slashes) and water (cyan forward slashes) is given. 10 and 100 mM Arginine solutions
show the highest concentrations of PF4 in the supernatant.
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3.3 Interaction Between Platelet Factor 4 and Heparins:

Thermodynamics Determines Expression of the

Binding Site for Anti-Platelet Factor 4/Heparin

Antibodies

The biophysical characterization of complexes formed between PF4 and UFH or sub-

fractions produced from unfractionated heparin with defined chain lengths (16-mer (HO16),

8-mer (HO08), 6-mer (HO06)), as well as with synthetic fondaparinux (5-mer) was con-

ducted by EIA, CD spectroscopy, AFM and ITC. Beside the previously described anti-

genicity [25, 42], conformational change of PF4 [25] and formation of ultralarge PF4/heparin

complexes [37], the thermodynamic binding parameters i.e. enthalpy, entropy and affinity

constant were assessed.

3.3.1 Changes in the Platelet Factor 4 Secondary Structure due

to Interaction with Different Length Heparins and the

Correlation with PF4/Heparin Complex Antigenicity

CD spectroscopy was used to measure changes in the secondary structure of PF4. The

resulting antigenicity was measured by EIA.

In Fig. 3.24 the results of the CD spectroscopic measurements and the EIA data for the

UFH, 16-, 8-, 6- and 5-mer heparins are compared.

The structural changes obtained by CD spectroscopy of PF4 upon binding to the heparins

and the antigenicity given by EIA of the PF4/heparin complexes were quantified at dif-

ferent heparin/PF4 ratios. In this figure, the heparin concentration is normalized by the

PF4 tetramer concentration (number of heparin monomers per one PF4 molecule). The

antiparallel β-sheet content from the CD spectroscopic measurements was used as an in-

dicator for overall changes of the PF4 structure since this was the only type of secondary

structure increased during the PF4/heparin interactions (see Fig. 3.25).

Significant reversible PF4 structural changes (antiparallel β-sheet content > 35%) and re-

versible complex antigenicity (OD > 1) are observed for UFH and 16-mer heparin (HO16)

(Fig. 3.24A and 3.24B). The maximum PF4 structural change induced by UFH (i.e., in-

crease in antiparallel β-sheet content from 24% to approximately 35%) and HO16 (i.e.,

increase in antiparallel β-sheet content from 24% to approx. 39%) indicates that both
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Figure 3.24: Comparison of the CD spectroscopic measurements (left) with the antigenicity data
(right) for complexes of PF4 with UFH (A), HO16 (B), HO08 (C), HO06 (D) and fondaparinux
(E).
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Figure 3.25: Normalized CD data (left) and the deconvolution (right) of PF4 in complexes with
UFH (A), HO16 (B), HO08 (C), HO06 (D) and fondaparinux (E) formed at various heparin
concentrations as indicated (PF4 concentration = 80 µg/mL). Random coil (circles), antiparallel
β-sheet (rectangles), β-turn (triangle), α-helix (cubes) and parallel β-sheet (crosses).
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heparins interact very similarly with PF4. The maximum structural changes are observed

at 12-15 monosaccharide units of UFH per PF4 tetramer and at seven monosaccharide

units of HO16 per PF4 tetramer. The antigenicity of the PF4/UFH and PF4/HO16 com-

plexes increases with heparin concentration reaching a maximum value at 26 monomers

of UFH and 11 monomers for HO16. Further increase in heparin concentration results in

complex dissolution.

HO08, which is an 8-mer heparin, induces a non-reversible antiparallel β-sheet content of

approximately 40% (Fig. 3.24C), with a maximum structural change in the PF4 struc-

ture at 11 monomers, and shows no complex dissolution at high heparin concentrations,

indicating that with increasing HO08 concentration, the changes in the PF4 secondary

structure increase until reaching the saturation. Further increase in the concentration of

HO08 does not affect the PF4 secondary structure anymore (Fig. 3.24C). EIA measure-

ments show that the PF4/HO08 complex is non-antigenic (OD < 1) (Fig. 3.24C).

Similarly, the 6-mer heparin (HO06) induces an non-reversible antiparallel β-sheet content

> 36% showing no complex dissolution at high heparin concentrations (Fig. 3.24D) and

forms non-antigenic complexes with PF4 (OD < 1) (Fig. 3.24D).

No structural changes of PF4 and no complex antigenicity are observed for the 5-mer

heparin (fondaparinux) (Fig. 3.24E), which is known to be too short to form antigenic

complexes [99–101].

Taken all together, there is a close correlation between the chain length of heparins and

the changes in PF4 secondary structure and the PF4/heparin complex antigenicity. Long

chain heparins (UFH and 16-mer) induce complex antigenicity (OD > 1) and reversible,

pronounced PF4 structural changes (antiparallel β-sheet content> 35%). Shorter heparins

(8- and 6-mer) do not induce complex antigenicity (OD < 1) but induce pronounced, but

irreversible PF4 structural changes (antiparallel β-sheet content > 35%). The shortest

investigated heparin (5-mer, fondaparinux) induces no structural changes of PF4 and no

complex antigenicity.
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3.3.2 Atomic Force Microscopy Morphological Characterization

of the Complexes Formed by Platelet Factor 4 with Heparins

of Different Chain Length

To investigate whether the length of the heparins has an influence on the formation of

ultralarge complexes formed with PF4, tapping mode liquid AFM imaging was used. First,

the morphology of PF4 and heparins alone was investigated. PF4 tetramers adsorbed

rapidly (10 s) on the mica surface forming individual structures with a height of 4 nm

(Fig. 3.26A). Smaller (below 4 nm) and larger (above 4 nm) structures can be identified

as shown by the height distribution (Fig. 3.27G).

UFH and 16-, 8-, 6- and 5-mer heparins adsorb on mica surface showing grains with

average height ranging between 1 and 2 nm (Fig. 3.26B-F). The height distribution of

all heparins shows an increase in the height with increasing chain length up to 4 nm

(Fig. 3.26G). A few greater values of the grain height are found for HO06 (up to 5-6 nm)

(Fig. 3.26G).

Further, the topography of the complexes that PF4 forms with UFH, 16-, 8-, 6- and 5-

mer heparins was studied (Fig. 3.27A-F). PF4 forms generally ultralarge complexes (above

20 nm) with the 16-mer (HO16) and the 8-mer (HO08) heparins (Fig. 3.27C and 3.27D).

The complexes formed by PF4 with HO16 and HO08 have a broad height distribution

reaching up to 35 nm and 25 nm, respectively (Fig. 3.27G). The 6-mer (HO06) and the

5-mer (fondaparinux) heparins form with PF4 complex structures with height values in

the range 1-5 nm, similar to PF4 (Fig. 3.27E, Fig. 3.27F and Fig. 3.27G). Surprisingly,

only small grains (approximately 5 nm) are found for the PF4/UFH complexes.

The large complexes formed by PF4 with the 16- and 8-mer heparins compared with

the relative small complexes formed by PF4 with the 8- and 6-mer heparins indicate

a dependency of the complex grain size with the heparin chain length. However, the

complexes formed by PF4 with UFH were rather small. A clear correlation between the

chain length and complex antigenicity or complex size (height distribution) is not found.
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Figure 3.26: Liquid AFM tapping mode images of PF4 (A), UFH (B), HO16 (C), HO08 (D),
HO06 (E) and PF4/fondaparinux (F) on mica surface and the number of grains detected for
their heights on mica.
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Figure 3.27: Liquid AFM tapping mode images of PF4 (A) and PF4/UFH (B), PF4/HO16
(C), PF4/HO08 (D), PF4/HO06 (E), PF4/fondaparinux (F) complexes on mica surface and
the number of grains detected for the different heights of PF4/heparin complexes on mica.
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3.3.3 Binding Interaction Between Platelet Factor 4 and De-

fined Chain Length Heparins: An Isothermal Titration

Calorimetry Study

The binding of PF4 to defined chain length heparins was studied by isothermal titration

calorimetry (ITC) which measures the amount of heat that is taken up (endothermic) or

given (exothermic) to the surroundings and the change in enthalpy of the reactions. In

Fig. 3.28, the ITC data for the binding of PF4 to defined chain length heparins is shown.

In the top panels, the sequence of the titration is displayed, with each peak correspond-

ing to the injection of the solution in the syringe, while the bottom panels contain the

integrated heat plot as a function of heparin/protein ratio.

Upon addition of UFH into PF4 solution, heat is released indicating an exothermic re-

action between PF4 and UFH (Fig. 3.28A). It can be seen that the released heat is

proportional to the amount of interacting molecules. The peak height (µcal/s) tends to

zero with time, indicating a saturation of PF4 with UFH. The small peaks with nearly

constant area near the end of the titration (when all PF4 molecules are bound) are due

to dilution of the heparin solutions upon addition to the titration cell; this dilution effect

was removed before fitting the data by using data from a blank titration. The amount

of heat per mole of UFH is obtained by integrating the peaks in the top panel. Further,

the obtained values are plotted as a function of heparin/PF4 molar ratio. These heats

were fitted to a one set of sites model to obtain the change in enthalpy (∆H), the affinity

constant (KA) and the binding stoichiometry (n). The results are listed in Table 3.10.

Table 3.10: Thermodynamic parameters for the interaction of PF4 with UFH, HO16, HO08,
HO06 and fondaparinux (FPX) at 25 °C.

Complexes Enthalpy, Affinity, Stoichi- Gibbs energy, Entropy,
∆H KA ometry, n ∆G ∆S
[cal/mol] [M-1] [cal/mol] [cal/mol/K]

PF4/UFH -28673 ± 4789 7 · 106 ± 4 · 106 0.24 ± 0.03 -9333 ± 334 -64.9 ± 17.2
PF4/HO16 -17283 ± 3252 2 · 107 ± 2 · 107 0.42 ± 0.1 -9203 ± 1165 -27.1 ± 14.8
PF4/HO08 -2198 ± 760 5 · 106 ± 3 · 106 1.93 ± 0.4 -8885 ± 329 23.1 ± 3.5
PF4/HO06 -4930 ± 85 4 · 105 ± 2 · 105 0.42 ± 0.04 -7595 ± 359 8.9 ± 1.2
PF4/FPX -1025 ± 44 8 · 105 ± 4 · 105 1.30 ± 0.2 -8012 ± 311 23.4 ± 1.1

The binding of UFH to PF4 is enthalpically dominated (∆H ≈ -28673 ± 4789 cal/mol) in-

dicating strong electrostatic interactions. The affinity constant KA of the ligand molecule

(UFH) to the protein (PF4) is KA = 7x106 M-1. The stoichiometry n is 0.24, indicating

that four tetramers of PF4 bind to a single chain of UFH with an average length of 39
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Figure 3.28: Representative binding isotherms for the titration of PF4 with defined chain length
heparins. In the top panels the raw titration data is shown while the bottom panels contain the
integrated heats as a function of the molar ratio of heparin/PF4 for: UFH (A), HO16 (B),
HO08 (C), HO06 (D) and fondaparinux (E).
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monosaccharide units (calculated for an estimated UFH MW ≈ 12000 Da and a monomer

MW = 308 Da). This corresponds to a PF4 footprint of 9-10 monosaccharide units on the

UFH molecule. The entropy ∆S gives an indication of the conformational changes of the

macromolecules as described by Brandt et al. using CD spectroscopy [25]. The negative

value of the entropy change (-64.9±17.2 cal/mol/K) indicates unfavorable conformational

changes or hydrophobic interactions.

For the complex that PF4 forms with HO16 (Fig. 3.28B), the binding is also enthalpi-

cally driven (∆H = -17283 ± 3252 cal/mol) but the enthalpy has a lower negative value

than for the PF4/UFH complex. The affinity constant KA of HO16 to PF4 is KA =

2x107 M-1. The stoichiometry n of the PF4/HO16 complex is 0.42, indicating that 2-

3 tetramers of PF4 bind to a single chain of HO16 with a length of 16 monosaccharide

units, indicating a PF4 footprint of 6-7 HO16 monosaccharide units. The negative entropy

∆S (-27.1±14.8 cal/mol/K) indicates unfavorable conformational changes or hydrophobic

interactions.

A representative thermograph of the binding between PF4 and HO08 is shown in Fig. 3.28C.

The affinity constant of the PF4/HO08 complex (KA = 5x106 M-1) is similar to the one

for the PF4/UFH complex. The calculated stoichiometry n of the PF4/HO08 complex is

1.93, indicating that a single tetramer of PF4 binds to two chains of HO08 (length of eight

monosaccharide units), which corresponds to a PF4 footprint of 15-16 HO08 monosac-

charide units. The binding is also enthalpically driven (∆H = -2198 ± 760 cal/mol) but

compared to the PF4/UFH and PF4/HO16 complexes, the change in enthalpy is signifi-

cantly lower. Interestingly, the entropy ∆S has a positive value (23.1 ± 3.5 cal/mol/K).

The negative enthalpy and the positive entropy favor the PF4/HO08 complex formation.

The favorable enthalpy change ∆H is related to complex formation, while the favorable

entropy change ∆S is associated with conformational changes or with hydrophobic bind-

ing.

Similar to the PF4/HO08 complex, the PF4/HO06 complex (Fig. 3.28D) presents negative

enthalpy (-4930 ± 85 cal/mol), negative Gibbs energy (-7595 ± 359 cal/mol) and positive

entropy (8.9 ± 1.2 cal/mol/K) as shown in Table 3.10. The negative enthalpy and the

positive entropy favor the PF4/HO06 complex formation. The favorable entropy change

is associated to hydrophobic binding or with conformational changes. The affinity KA of

HO06 to PF4 (4x105 M-1) is lower than for the other complexes. The stoichiometry n

of the PF4/HO06 complexes is equal with the one for the PF4/HO16 complexes (0.42),

indicating that 2-3 tetramers of PF4 bind to a single chain of HO06 with a length of six

monosaccharide units. This relates to a PF4 footprint of three monosaccharide units on
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the HO06 molecule.

The last studied binding interaction was between PF4 and fondaparinux (Fig. 3.28E). The

binding constant KA between fondaparinux and PF4 (KA = 8x105 M-1) is similar to the

KA for the PF4/HO06 complex. The calculated stoichiometry n of the PF4/fondaparinux

complex is 1.3, indicating that one tetramer of PF4 binds to a single chain of fonda-

parinux (5 monosaccharide units). Statistically, this corresponds to a PF4 footprint of

seven monosaccharide units on the fondaparinux molecule. The shortest investigated

heparin shows negative enthalpy (-1025 ± 44 cal/mol), negative Gibbs energy (-8012

± 311 cal/mol) and positive entropy (23.4 ± 1.1 cal/mol/K), Table 3.10. The positive

entropy suggests, like in the case of HO06 and HO08, the occurrence of favorable confor-

mational changes or hydrophobic binding.

For all investigated heparins, the reaction was exothermic, but with two distinct settings,

reactions with large enthalpic heat release and reactions with marginal enthalpic heat

release. The longer heparins exhibit large negative enthalpies ∆H and negative entropies

∆S, while shorter heparins only release a low amount of enthalpic heat and set free energy

through positive entropies.

3.4 Thermal Stability of Platelet Factor 4 and its

Complexes Studied by Differential Scanning Cal-

orimetry

The stability of PF4 was measured by heating the protein and measuring the temperature

dependent heat capacity of the solution. The melting temperature TM of PF4 in PBS at

a concentration of 0.2 mg/ml is 96.2 ± 0.3 °C (Fig. 3.29). The change in enthalpy ∆H

of the melting process is 168.1 ± 0.2 kcal/mol. When reheating the sample after cooling

down, the transition is strongly reduced or not visible. Therefore, the unfolding of PF4

is an irreversible process.

The melting temperature of PF4 is concentration dependent. It rises with rising PF4

concentration (0.1-0.4 mg/ml) (Fig. 3.30).

When PF4 is incubated with UFH for 30 min at the optimal ratio – identified by ITC

– and the complex is measured, the melting temperature increases to 105.5 ± 0.9 °C

(Fig. 3.31A). The signal is notably noisy, especially for temperatures below 80 °C. After

increasing the UFH concentration to the tenfold concentration of the optimal ratio, the
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Figure 3.29: Representative melting curve for the heating of PF4 at 90 K/h. In the black dots the
raw heating data subtracted by a blank run and a baseline is shown while the red line represents
the fit to the data.
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Figure 3.30: Melting temperatures of PF4 at different concentrations solved in PBS.
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melting temperature rises to 121.8 ± 0.5 °C (Fig. 3.31B). The changes in enthalpy of

unfolding are 348 ± 194 and 124 ± 51 kcal/mol.
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Figure 3.31: DSC melting curves. In the black dots the raw heating data subtracted by a blank
run and a baseline is shown while the red line represents the fit to the data. Representative
melting curve for the heating of A: PF4/UFH complexes at the optimal ratio and B: tenfold
oversaturated complexes at 90 K/h.

The stabilizing effect of UFH was then compared to HO16. The images resemble the

behavior of UFH and the melting temperature rises to 102.3 ± 4.5 °C with an enthalpy of

226 ± 143 kcal/mol (Fig. 3.32). For oversaturated PF4/HO16, the melting temperature

TM is 115.5 ± 0.3 °C with ∆H = 143 ± 36 kcal/mol.
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Figure 3.32: DSC melting curves. In the black dots the raw heating data subtracted by a blank
run and a baseline is shown while the red line represents the fit to the data. Representative
melting curve for the heating of A: PF4/HO16 complexes at the optimal ratio and B: tenfold
oversaturated complexes at 90 K/h.

The complexes of PF4 with HO08, HO06 and fondaparinux were measured (Fig. 3.33,

Fig. 3.34, Fig.3.35). The melting temperatures TM are 100.8 ± 2.3, 105.7 ± 1.9 and 100.7
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± 2.4 °C respectively with ∆H = 821 ± 703, 764 ± 165 and 301 ± 266 kcal/mol. The

oversaturated complexes melt at 105.7± 1.9, 118.8± 3.8 and 97.3± 1.7 °C with enthalpies

of 144 ± 66, -695 ± 188 and 212 ± 287 kcal/mol. In the control experiments with pure

heparins in PBS, no transitions were visible. An exception is HO08 (Fig. 3.36). Likewise

PF4, the transitions of the PF4/heparin complexes are occurring only on the first heating

scan. The oversaturated PF4/HO08 complex is the only one showing an exothermic

melting curve. A comparison of the melting temperatures is shown in Fig. 3.37.
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Figure 3.33: DSC melting curves. In the black dots the raw heating data subtracted by a blank
run and a baseline is shown while the red line represents the fit to the data. Representative
melting curve for the heating of A: PF4/HO08 complexes at the optimal ratio and B: tenfold
oversaturated complexes at 90 K/h.
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Figure 3.34: DSC melting curves. In the black dots the raw heating data subtracted by a blank
run and a baseline is shown while the red line represents the fit to the data. Representative
melting curve for the heating of A: PF4/HO06 complexes at the optimal ratio and B: tenfold
oversaturated complexes at 90 K/h.
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Figure 3.35: DSC melting curves. In the black dots the raw heating data subtracted by a blank
run and a baseline is shown while the red line represents the fit to the data. Representative
melting curve for the heating of A: PF4/fondaparinux complexes at the optimal ratio and B:
tenfold oversaturated complexes at 90 K/h.
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Figure 3.36: DSC melting curves. In the grey dots the raw heating data subtracted by a blank
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Chapter 4

Discussion

4.1 Size Separation of Platelet Factor 4

The asymmetrical flow field-flow-fractionation (AF4) was employed in order to establish

an analytical tool to determine the size and size distribution of the PF4/heparin com-

plexes.

Nowadays, the most common method to analyze protein aggregation is size-exclusion chro-

matography (SEC). But other methods like analytical ultracentrifugation or asymmetrical

flow field-flow-fractionation (AF4) become more and more important [102, 103].

The first steps of method development aim for the correct cross flow rate. The quality

of the fractionation is directly influenced by this factor. The experimental time and the

resolution are the main factors to accomplish. Different cross flow rates have been tested

(Fig. 3.1, Fig. 3.2) and 2 ml/min was identified as the optimal value.

However, after some preliminary steps of method development it became obvious that

PF4 aggregates in the flow channel (Fig. 3.3, Fig. 3.4). In Fig. 3.4, a broad shoulder

begins closely to the first peak at 9.5 min which was considered as the PF4 tetramer. The

broadness of the shoulder and the shift of the baseline are interpreted as sign of aggregation

of PF4 or its adsorption to the channel. Baseline shifts are regularly observed upon flow

conversion, [104–107] however, they are not described elsewhere in the literature during

the actual experiment runs.

The auto-aggregation of proteins is a major concern in pharmaceutical sciences [108]. One

approach to hinder the aggregation of proteins is the addition of surface active agents.

Tween 20 was used in the eluent in a concentration well below its CMC to avoid the
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aggregation and adsorption of PF4 in the AF4 channel. Although the concentration was

small there were extensive peaks visible in the blank and sample elugrams. The size of

the peaks made it impossible to interpret the elugrams (Fig. 3.5).

Additionally, it became clear that the repeatability of the results was not given (Fig. 3.6,

Fig. 3.7). Problems with the reproducibility of AF4 experiments have been described

by Hupfeld et al. [109]. They concluded that the sample material adsorbs to “reactive

spots” on the regenerated cellulose membrane. Therefore, the AUC was reduced in the

first runs on some of their newly inserted membranes. However, in our case, the AUC did

not increase, but decrease on consecutive runs, suggesting that the material either does

not find its way to the channel (aggregation or adsorption already in the sample vial) or

does not find its way out of the channel (cooperative adsorption to the membrane, loss

through membrane). Hupfeld et al. also stated that the measurement of the UV-Vis is

problematic because of light scattering, which increases the turbidity of larger particles,

thereby, preventing quantification. This problem is even more pronounced, when using

static light scattering to detect protein amounts. None of the commonly used HPLC

non-destructive detectors (e.g., refractive index, fluorescence, electron capture, chiral)

can overcome this issue. Therefore the amount of large aggregates should be given in

arbitrary units or assessed with destructive offline methods.

Some further AF4 experiments were conducted to assess possible flow parameters to

enhance the quality of the measurement. Primarily, the influences of cross flow (Fig. 3.10)

and focus flow (Fig. 3.8, Fig. 3.9) were evaluated. By increasing either the cross flow rate

or the focus flow rate, the AUC is strongly decreased. The peak position does not rise

with increasing cross flow rate. It is not very well separated from the void peak. This

might indicate that small “particles” such as buffer ions participate to the detector signal

at 230 nm. Although focusing is a necessary step to improve resolution, reduce band

broadening and premature elution Schimpf and Wahlund showed that concentration of

the analyte may lead to analyte/analyte- and analyte/membrane-interactions [110, 111].

They argue, that broadening of the elution profile and retention time increase are observed

because of the formation of large aggregates. The material is eluted late after the cross

flow is reduced or terminated. Because of this effect, equation 2.3 (p. 13) is not valid in

this case. For future experiments with PF4 it would therefore, be advisable to reanalyze

aggregated samples with strongly reduced cross flow rate to allow the material to elute

without the wall interactions.

Because of the strong dependence of the AUC to the flows, the question came if a rea-

sonable amount of PF4 might be lost through the bottom membrane (Fig. 3.9). No clear
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relationship between UV signal and RI signal could be shown. The slope a and bend b of

the potential relationship (RI = a · UV b) vary between different runs. Therefore, it can

only be speculated, that the AUCs of the two peaks of 75.3 and 73.4 V*s together equal

an amount in the range of 60% of the biggest observed peak of 246,4 V*s (Fig. 3.10).

In order to overcome the limitations of the AF4, the new design of hollow-fiber flow field-

flow-fractionation (HF5) was tested as an alternative. However, the results with the HF5

were not satisfactory (Fig. 3.12, Fig. 3.13, Fig. 3.14).

Other experiments in the ZIK HIKE Nanostructure group showed, that PF4 sticks not

only to polyethersulfone and regenerated cellulose, but also to glass and quartz surfaces.

This has to be considered in the further handling of the samples.

4.2 Platelet Factor 4 and its Aggregates

The size of tetrameric PF4 extracted from the crystallographic data is around 4 nm [62].

The hydrodynamic diameter measured by PCS gives a value of 6 nm.

However, in the PCS experiments and upon dilution of the protein from a stock solution

of 1 mg/ml aggregation was observed (Fig. 3.15). When looking at the plot, one observes

a steep size increase during the first five hours of measurement. The size seems to stabilize

at around 5000 nm.

When taking into account the size dependency of light scattering in a very simplified two

state model of the aggregation process, one can use Eq. 4.1 for the calculation of the

Z-Ave with dp and dA being the hydrodynamic diameter of the PF4 and its aggregates,

respectively. np and nA are the number of PF4 tetramers and PF4 auto-aggregates.

Z-Ave =
dp · np ·

(
dp
dA

)6
+ dA · nA

np ·
(

dp
dA

)6
+ nA

(4.1)

A simple linear increase vA of aggregates (Eq. 4.2) will produce an image comparable to

the data (Fig. 4.1, Eq. 4.3). Therefore, it cannot be assumed that the aggregation stops

after five hours.

vA =
nA(t)− nA(t0)

t
(4.2)
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Figure 4.1: Aggregation of PF4 upon dilution with water to 0.1 mg/ml. The blue line represents
a fit of the data to equation 4.3.

Z-Ave(t) =
dp · (np − vA · t ·

(
dp
dA

)3
) ·
(

dp
dA

)6
+ dA · vA · t

(np − vA · t ·
(

dp
dA

)3
) ·
(

dp
dA

)6
+ vA · t

(4.3)

Protein aggregation or self association is also known for other chemokines [112–115].

However, in some cases this just denominates dimers or tetramers.

The salt concentration is one major factor for the solubility and stability of proteins

[116, 117]. Different salt concentrations were tested as excipients. When hypertonic

salt concentrations are added, the size of the aggregates is larger (Fig. 3.16). A typical

aggregation pattern is visible, when salt concentrations below 150 mM NaCl are used

(Fig. 3.17). The optimal salt concentration therefore, lies in the isotonic range.

Together with the salt concentration, also the PF4 concentration itself has an effect on

the aggregation (Fig. 3.18). However, in this case, the aggregation is increased with lower

concentrations of PF4. In the literature, the correlation is mostly described the other way

around – highly concentrated solutions of antibodies are prone to aggregation [116, 118].

One explanation of this behavior is the dissociation of PF4 tetramers into dimers or

monomers. If the tetrameric state is stable and the dimer form is the active precursor of

aggregation, than the relative increase in dimer concentration upon dilution may lead to

increased aggregation.

Different excipients were tested for aggregation reduction. Glucose in an isotonic concen-

tration of 5% did not reduce the size of the PF4 aggregates in comparison to 150 mM

NaCl (Fig. 3.19). Tween 20 in a concentration of 0.001% showed increased particle sizes,

while the increase of Tween 20 concentration to 0.1% lead to marginally smaller particles

than in 150 mM NaCl (Fig. 3.20). However, this concentration is already well above the
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CMC of Tween 20 and therefore, the judgment of this size information is questionable.

Additionally, no information about the number of aggregates is available.

To assess the concentration of non-aggregated PF4, centrifugation was conducted. The

influence of Tween 20 concentrations from 0.001% to 1% and 150 mM NaCl on the PF4

aggregation was studied. It could be shown, that with rising concentrations of the deter-

gent, also the PF4 concentration in the supernatant is rising (Fig. 3.21). Tween 20 could,

therefore, be used as an additive to PF4. However, care has to be taken to ensure that

the surfactant does not interfere with the individual experimental methods (e.g., EIA)

and reagents.

Small differences in the PF4 concentration could also be observed when looking at different

pH values (Fig. 3.22). PF4 seems to have the lowest stability exactly at the human

isohydric pH. This is not surprising, as the isoelectric point of PF4 is 7.6 [55]. The zeta

potential at this point is the lowest, reducing the repulsion of the particles in liquid.

However, low pH values of 0-4 or high pH values above 10 are typically not appropriate

for long time storage of proteins, as they increase the rate of hydrolysis of the peptide

bond [119].

The list of possible ingredients to hinder protein aggregation is long. Most of the sub-

stances belong to: amino acids, sugars, polyols, amines, polymers, surfactants and preser-

vatives [120]. Some of these components are known as cryoprotectants [121]. Depending

on the driving forces, protein aggregation can be reversible or irreversible even for the same

protein [112]. Different formulation ingredients are needed to hinder these aggregation

pathways [120].

Some ingredients were used to assess their ability to increase the amount of non-aggregated

PF4 (Fig. 3.23). While Trehalose and Glucose did not measurably increase the PF4

concentration, Arginine at a concentration of 10 mM and 100 mM showed a higher PF4

concentration than 150 mM PBS alone. Although the effect is not steadily dependent

on concentration, Arginine is a major candidate for further testing the hindrance of PF4

aggregation.
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4.3 Interaction Between Platelet Factor 4 and Heparins:

Thermodynamic Determines Expression of the

Binding Site for Anti-Platelet Factor 4/Heparin

Antibodies

The studies combining biophysical characterization with antigenicity assessment provide

new insights into the interaction mechanism, affinity and binding stoichiometry between

PF4 and heparins. It was found that PF4/heparin complexes require four characteristics

to bind anti-PF4/heparin antibodies: induction of an increase in anti-parallel β-sheets in

PF4 exceeding 30%, formation of ultralarge complexes, a negative binding enthalpy ∆H

larger than -4000 cal/molPF4 and a negative change in entropy ∆S.

Although increasing the anti-parallel β-sheet content above 30% seems to be a necessity

[25] for the development of antigenicity, this parameter alone is not sufficient to determine

expression of the binding site for anti-PF4/heparin antibodies, i.e., showing antigenicity.

Antigenicity was only observed for UFH and HO16 heparin, while HO08, HO06 and fon-

daparinux did not form antigenic complexes. This is consistent with previously described

data showing that a polyanion has to induce an increase of anti-parallel β-sheets in PF4

and has to exceed a critical heparin chain length of approximately 12 saccharide units

to induce antibody binding to PF4/heparin complexes [122] and platelet activation [100].

Heparins with a chain length of 10 monomers are known to only induce weak recognition

and 8- or 6-mers are even less or non-reactive [123, 124].

Along these lines, it was expected that fondaparinux, which did not increase the anti-

parallel β-sheet structures of PF4 does not induce binding of anti-PF4/heparin antibodies

when complexed with PF4. However, it was most surprising that both, PF4/HO08 and

PF4/HO06 complexes did not show binding of anti-PF4/heparin antibodies, although

HO08 and HO06 induced an increase in anti-parallel β-sheets in PF4 to > 30% (Fig. 3.24).

Interestingly, only those PF4/heparin complexes showing reversible changes in the sec-

ondary structure of PF4 upon binding to heparins (PF4/UFH and PF4/HO16) are anti-

genic. On the contrary, those complexes which do not induce reversible changes (PF4/HO08,

PF4/HO06 and fondaparinux) are non-antigenic. However, a counterexample to this ap-

parent correlation is dextran sulphate, which induces both irreversible changes in the PF4

secondary structure as well as antigenic complexes with PF4 [25]. Hence, this observation

can be of relevance only in the context of glycosaminoglycans (GAG) having a similar

charge density/degree of sulfation as heparin.
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Nevertheless, this data brings a new insight into the PF4/heparin interaction as it shows

for the first time that strong conformational changes of PF4 do not necessarily lead to

antigenic PF4/GAG complexes. The complex size formed between PF4 and the different

heparins was assessed using atomic force microscopy (AFM).

There were technical difficulties to immobilize PF4/UFH complexes on the mica surface.

Those complexes described previously [39] were measured on dried mica. Most likely, the

PF4/UFH complexes are so large [37] that they had been flushed away in the present

fluid phase experiments. Consistent with this hypothesis, large PF4/UFH complexes

were found in additional experiments (300 s incubation time and gentle dipping instead

of washing; Fig. 4.2). The particles were larger than those seen in Fig. 3.27. Bands in the

lower part indicate loosely attached particles, which are taken up by the AFM tip and

dragged over the surface. Due to the different experimental conditions, however, these

data cannot directly be compared to those obtained for the other heparin fractions.

The formed PF4/polyanion complexes are predominantly globular. These findings are

supported by TEM images of Rauova et al. [37]. However, ridge-like structures as previ-

ously described [39] which had a height of only about 2.9 nm and a length of up to 200

nm were not found. These differences can be explained by the fact that measurements

were carried out in liquid and tip convolution is much larger here than in previous work.

The exponential decay of the size distribution of PF4 alone as shown by AFM measure-

ments (Fig. 3.26G) can be explained by several features of the PF4 molecule. First, PF4

has an anisotropic shape [125]; crystallographic data showing a size of 5.2 x 4.4 x 4.9 nm.

The measured height is therefore, dependent on the orientation of the PF4 molecule on

the mica surface. Second, PF4 is a homotetramer [61] whose dissociation into dimers and

monomers and binding to the mica surface will result in smaller height values. Addition-

ally, it is known that PF4 forms auto-aggregates [71]. In case of polydisperse samples,

AFM does not provide an exact representation of the size distribution. Smaller particles

need less time to diffuse to the mica. Accordingly, the number of particles with smaller

sizes is overestimated. The sum of these effects is visible as the exponential decaying size

function.

PF4/fondaparinux complexes and PF4/HO06 complexes were small and no ultralarge

complexes were observed. However, PF4/HO08 complexes also had ultralarge sizes. Thus,

exposure of the antigenic site allowing binding of anti-PF4/heparin complexes must re-

quire more than complex formation between PF4 and a polyanion even if this induces a

change in the anti-parallel sheets.

The characteristics of PF4/polyanion complexes, required for expressing the binding site
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Figure 4.2: Tapping mode AFM image of PF4/UFH complexes in liquid. The sample was
prepared with 300 s of incubation on the mica. It was not washed after incubation, but rather
gently dipped into ultrapure water. The particles are larger than those seen in Fig. 3.27. Bands
in the lower part indicate loose particles, which are taken up by the AFM tip and dragged over
the surface.

for anti-PF4/heparin antibodies, were further approached by assessing the thermodynamic

changes which occur when PF4 binds to a specific polyanion.

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) showed heat release upon binding of PF4 to all

investigated heparins. However, there were important differences between the different

heparins. The negative change in enthalpy ∆H indicating electrostatic interactions varied

with the heparin chain length: the largest change in enthalpy was measured for the

complexes formed by PF4 with longer chain length heparins. This is expected as longer

chains have higher number of charges to interact with PF4.

The complexes formed by PF4 with HO08, HO06 and fondaparinux exhibit much lower
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negative enthalpy changes ∆H than the PF4/UFH and PF4/HO16 complexes (Table 3.10).

For example, two HO08 chains are necessary to bind a single PF4, while a single HO16

chain is able to bind two PF4 tetramers. Hence, if both heparins have the same bind-

ing scheme to PF4, we would expect to observe an enthalpy change of approximately

–4300 cal/mol for HO08, while only –2200 cal/mol are observed experimentally.

This is not enough to incite the conformational change, whose change in entropy alone

already requires a minimum change in enthalpy by approximately 4000 cal/molPF4. The

situation is similar for HO06 (2-3 PF4 tetramers/HO06 chain) and fondaparinux (one

PF4 tetramer/fondaparinux chain), i.e., the change in enthalpy is not sufficient to drive

the strong structural changes seen for UFH and HO16. Therefore, it seems likely that the

reaction path changed to a different binding mechanism, reflected by the positive entropy

change during complex formation with PF4 (Table 3.10). When plotting the enthalpies

per mol of PF4 from the binding of the different length heparins to the tetramer (Fig. 4.3)

it is visible that a minimum length between 11 and 12 monomers is needed to provide

enough energy in order to provide the entropic energy for the antigenic structural changes.

Figure 4.3: The enthalpy change ∆H provided by the binding of different length heparins to
PF4. Only UFH and HO16 form reversible structural changes.

A positive ∆S is a strong indication that water molecules or counter ions have been

expelled from the complex interface. This may be explained by the fact that shorter
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heparins closely pack together around PF4 tetramers. As the shorter heparins are able

to gap only few PF4 amino acids, it is very likely that these shorter heparins bind less

regular to PF4 than UFH and HO16. Also it is known, that the “polyelectrolyte effect”

leads to an entropically favorable release of Na+ ions [126, 127]. This has been shown

already for heparin binding to peptides [128].

Nevertheless, the positive entropy change ∆S observed for fondaparinux, HO06 and HO08

may result in conformational changes, which are energetically favorable and will not be

reversed by the addition of more heparin (Fig. 3.24), because the enthalpy is too small

to compensate it. Additionally, the complexes formed by PF4 with these heparins are

non-antigenic as shown by EIA. The shortest investigated heparin, fondaparinux, showed

the lowest binding enthalpy (Fig. 3.28), no structural changes in PF4 (Fig. 3.24), and no

antigenicity of the complex formed with PF4.

Except for HO06 and fondaparinux, the PF4 footprint for all investigated heparins was

calculated. However, the variation in the monomer number – from the CD and ITC data

– may be due to the difference in the calculation models used for the different techniques.

In previous studies of Denton et al. it was observed that 16 monomers are needed for

complex formation with PF4 and using Factor Xa activity it could be demonstrated that

octamers are not neutralized by PF4, when binding to Factor Xa [129]. Rauova et al.

found using transmission electron microscopy that 12 monomers are needed to form ULCs

with PF4 [37].

Additionally, it was shown that chains of 20, 18, 16, 14 and 12 saccharide units form

antigenic complexes recognized by antibodies, chains of 10 saccharide units induce only

weak recognition, eight and six saccharide units are even less reactive or non-reactive

[122].

A lot of different stoichiometries of heparin binding to PF4 are reported in the literature:

Two 16-mers [66], one 34-mer [66], one 75-mer, one 57-mer, one 49-mer, one 41-mer [57]

four or five tetrasaccharide units [38] or one chain between 12 and 21 kDa [38] per PF4

tetramer. The minimum length of a heparin chain binding to PF4 is described as more

than 8-10 monomers [129] or 16 monomers [129] or 12 monomers [122].

The biophysical characterization of the complexes formed by PF4 and defined chain length

heparins is reported. Using CD spectroscopy it is shown that structural changes – an

increase in anti-parallel β-sheet content – of PF4 occur upon binding to heparins having

more than five monosaccharide units. The structural changes and the antigenicity of the

complexes were correlated, indicating that a reversible increase to > 30% in the anti-

parallel β-sheet structure is necessary but not sufficient to expose the epitope to which
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anti-PF4/heparin antibodies bind. It was found that UFH and long heparin (16-mer)

induce antigenicity, whereas the shorter heparins (8-, 6-, and 5-mer) did not. By AFM it

was shown that the complexes formed by PF4 with 16-mer heparin are larger than those

formed with short (8-, 6-, and 5-mer) heparins. Additionally, using ITC it was shown that

the binding of PF4 to UFH and long heparin is mainly driven by electrostatic interactions,

while conformational restrictions are important for the binding of PF4 to shorter heparin

oligosaccharides. These biophysical methods help to understand the binding interaction

between PF4 and defined chain length heparins and – combined with immunoassays –

may contribute to the prediction of antigenicity induced by heparin drugs. This may

be applied to study interactions between other drugs and proteins that expose epitope

formation upon changes in their secondary structure.

4.4 Thermal Stability of Platelet Factor 4 and its

Complexes Studied by Differential Scanning Cal-

orimetry

Protein unfolding often is the rate limiting step to protein aggregation [130–132]. The

amount of unfolded species at a given storage condition decreases with increasing melting

temperature TM . Therefore, increasing the TM in solution will result in a smaller amount

of aggregates.

PF4 unfolds at a melting temperature TM of 96.2 °C when it is dissolved in PBS solution at

a concentration of 0.2 mg/ml. However, the TM is dependent on PF4 concentration. With

rising concentration, the TM rises. It is known that the thermal stability of oligomeric

proteins is increasing with increasing concentration [133, 134]. Therefore, it can be con-

cluded, that PF4 melts as an oligomer, most probably as a tetramer. The whole protein

melts as one instead of separating into individual monomers before unfolding.

Unfolding temperatures of common proteins usually are found below 70 °C [135]. There-

fore, PF4 is regarded as a heat-stable protein [136].

The impact of heparins on the thermal stability of PF4 was assessed. Heparins themselves

do not show any unfolding process during heating from 10 to 128 °C [137]. These findings

were confirmed in the DSC control experiments. However, HO08 is a surprising exception

(Fig. 3.36). There is no intuitive explanation for a significantly differing behavior between

HO06, HO08 and HO16. All substances are strongly negatively charged chains. They are
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supposed to be linearly stretched. One possible reason for this observation would be an

impurity in the product. However, in the UV spectra, CD spectra and AFM images no

special behavior was detected. The heat capacity change is large and variable, preventing

any reasonable analysis of the PF4/HO08 complexes in the DSC.

The complex of PF4 with UFH shows an increased melting temperature TM . This is

most probably because, the heparin chain is stabilizing the protein against unfolding.

Heparin has been proposed to wrap around the tetramer [38, 66–68]. This probably causes

restrictions to the movement and rearrangement of the PF4 domains while unfolding,

thereby increasing the amount of energy needed for the process (Fig. 3.31). Interestingly,

upon incubating PF4 with a tenfold concentration of the optimal UFH ratio, the effect

is further increased. The rationale behind this, probably lies in the stoichiometry of

the PF4/heparin-binding. Statistically, one heparin chain is able to bind to four PF4

tetramers, forcing them into close approximation [39]. By increasing further the heparin

concentration, the amount of space on the chain increases. Eventually, every PF4 tetramer

can then freely bind to an unoccupied heparin chain. This reorganization process is

energetically favorable for the antigenic heparins, because the enthalpy of the binding is

still set free, while the unfavorable structural changes are reversed in the absence of close

approximation. As a result, PF4 molecules are fully wrapped and stabilized by heparin.

The defined chain length heparins HO16 and HO06 also increase the melting temperature

TM . This increase is dependent on the chain length The longer chains induce a larger shift,

stabilizing the PF4 tetramer to a larger extent (Fig. 3.37). The effect of fondaparinux is

not statistically significant (p = 0.19; t-test, one-tailed). This is in good agreement with

the absence of antigenicity, structural changes and ultralarge complexes.

As a side observation, it can be noted that ultralarge complexes are visible in the DSC

data. At the optimal ratio complexes of PF4 with UFH, HO16 and HO08 show very

noisy data points below their melting temperatures. This behavior has not been seen for

PF4 alone, oversaturated complexes with dissolved ultralarge structures or with HO06

and fondaparinux, which do not build ultralarge complexes. This is probably because,

the sedimentation of the particles disturbs the resistance temperature detectors leading

to increased noise.

In future experiments it would be useful to combine the DSC data together with CD

spectroscopy heating experiments. The CD spectra of the melting process will help to

elucidate the exact thermal unfolding mechanisms and pathways of PF4. This also ad-

dresses the question, whether PF4 unfolding presents structural changes comparable to

the danger signal of PF4/heparin complexes.
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Summary

Heparin is an anticoagulant drug. It is important in the treatment of deep vein thrombosis,

pulmonary embolism and during surgeries.

Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (HIT) is a severe adverse reaction caused by the

formation of ultralarge complexes of platelet factor 4 (PF4) with unfractionated hep-

arin (UFH). It can lead to limb loss or fatal events like stroke, myocardial infarction or

pulmonary embolism. HIT has an incidence of about 3% in patients receiving anticoagu-

lative heparin treatment.

PF4 is a tetrameric protein, released from the α-granules of platelets upon activation.

PF4 is known to form antigenic complexes with UFH accompanied by structural changes

of PF4.

In this thesis, the size and size distribution of PF4 and PF4/heparin complexes were

analyzed using asymmetrical flow field-flow-fractionation (AF4), photon correlation spec-

troscopy (PCS) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). PF4 tends to form auto-aggregates

and to adsorb to different surfaces, including regenerated cellulose, polyethersulfone,

quartz and glass. The aggregates are less pronounced in solutions at isotonic NaCl con-

centration. Arginine and Tween 20 were identified as possible ingredients to hinder the

auto-aggregation of PF4.

Also, it is shown by combining circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, atomic force mi-

croscopy (AFM) and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) with UFH and defined chain

length (16-, 8-, 6-, 5-mer) heparins that structural changes (i.e., increase in β-sheets)

alone are not sufficient to induce antigenicity.

While UFH, 16-, 8-, and 6-mer heparins all induced an increase in the antiparallel β-sheet
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content to > 30% (as determined by CD spectroscopy), complex antigenicity as measured

by anti-PF4/heparin antibody binding in an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (EIA)

was only induced by UFH and 16-mer heparin. Fondaparinux (5-mer heparin), which

forms in vitro non-antigenic complexes with PF4, did not induce structural changes of

PF4. Interestingly, the structural changes induced by antigenic UFH and 16-mer heparin

but not by non-antigenic shorter heparins were reversible at higher heparin concentrations.

Furthermore, the complexes formed by PF4 with longer heparins were larger than those

formed with shorter heparins as shown by atomic force microscopy (AFM). UFH, HO16

and HO08 are able to form ultralarge multimolecular complexes with PF4.

ITC data indicated strong electrostatic interactions and energetically unfavorable con-

formational changes of PF4 with longer heparins, while for the short heparins, favorable

conformational changes in the structure of PF4 are induced. This explains the reversibil-

ity of the structural changes seen for UFH and HO16 upon addition of an over-saturating

amount of heparin.

Finally, using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) the thermal stability of PF4 and

PF4/heparin complexes was assessed. Despite its tendency to form auto-aggregates, PF4

is a heat-stable protein. This stability is, length dependently, even increased in complex

with heparins.

This work shows important differences in the binding between PF4 and heparins of differ-

ent chain length and might be relevant for the understanding of other biological functions

of heparins (e.g., involvement in allergic and inflammatory reactions).
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1.1 A heparin chain based on 1HPN NMR spectroscopy data [6]. Sulfur is
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1.2 Heparin chain. The main disaccharide is depicted together with the pen-
tasaccharide binding site for AT III. Modified from Linhardt et.al. [7]. . . 2

1.3 Representation of a PF4 molecule based on 1RHP X-ray crystallography
data [62]. Four monomers colored in blue, yellow, red and green build up
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Arg22, His23, Thr25, Lys46, Lys61, Lys62, Lys65, Lys66) [63] are shown
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2.1 Schematic of an AF4 channel [77]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
2.2 Flow profile of a 150 µm AF4 channel. Ordinate and abscissa are inter-

changed for a better visualization. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
2.3 Schematic of the PCS principle. Phase shifts of monochromatic laser light

due to size dependent diffusion of particles lead to changes in the intensity
of light. The autocorrelation function of the light scattering intensity over
time, therefore, relates to the particles size distribution [81]. . . . . . . . . 15

2.4 Electron microscope images of AFM cantilevers. A: Image of a DNP-S
cantilever tip with a nominal tip radius of 10 nm. B: Image of a DNP-S
cantilever. Two cantilevers are mounted on each side of the probe. With
permission from Bruker probes [84, 85]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

2.5 Schematic of an AFM instrument. The cantilever scans over the sample
surface. Its deflection is measured by the displacement of the reflected laser
beam on the photo diode. Public domain image . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18

2.6 Schematic of an ITC instrument. The sample cell is filled with the protein.
The ligand is injected through the stirring syringe. Public domain image. . 19

2.7 Schematic of a typical titration curve. The heat peaks (left panel) are inte-
grated and fitted to a binding model to gain the thermodynamic parameters
(right panel). With permission from GE Healthcare Life Sciences. . . . . . 20

2.8 Schematic of a DSC instrument. Two similar cells are heated at constant
rate and the difference in necessary heating DP is recorded as heat capacity. 23
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2.9 The principle of CD spectroscopy. Left and right circularly polarized (LCP,
RCP) light is absorbed by chiral substances. The secondary structure of
proteins can be deconvoluted from the absorption spectra. With permission
from Sven Brandt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24

2.10 Schematic of the EIA experimental setup. A) PF4/heparin complexes are
bound to the microtiter plate. B) antigenic complexes interact with pri-
mary antibodies. C) secondary antibodies bind specifically to the primary
antibodies. D) Catalytic activity of the enzyme coupled to the secondary
antibodies. With permission from Sven Brandt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26

3.1 A linearly decreasing cross flow was used for a first overview. The UV-
detection was carried out at λ = 230 nm (red curve). The void peak
appears after 6 min. At 11.1 min a first sample peak appears followed by
a non separated peak with a broad shoulder. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28

3.2 Different constant cross flow rates of 1 ml/min (blue), 2 ml/min (green)
and 3 ml/min (red) were tested. By increasing the flow, the peak localized
at 7.8 shifts to 9.5 and to 10.6 min. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29

3.3 PF4 1 mg/ml (red curve) and PF4 0.5 mg/ml (green curve) were analyzed
at constant cross flow of 2 ml/min followed by a linearly decreasing cross
flow. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

3.4 Elugram indicating aggregation or adsorption of PF4. After 10 min, a
shoulder appears that evolves into a peak at 21 min. Three repetitions are
shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31

3.5 Elugram obtained with Tween 20 in the eluent. Artifact peaks of Tween 20
dominate the signal of the PF4 (red) and the blank run (green). The flow
program was the same as in Fig. 3.4 (Table 3.4) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32

3.6 Elugrams for a repetition under the same conditions on the same day. 0 min
(red curve), 30 min (green curve). The AUC decreases between the runs. . 33

3.7 Elugrams for a repetition under the same conditions on subsequent days.
Immediately (red curve) and after 24 h (green curve). The AUC decreases
between the runs and a shoulder appears. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33

3.8 Elugrams of different focus flow rates. 0.1 ml/min (red curve), 0.2 ml/min
(green curve), 0.3 ml/min (blue curve), 0.4 ml/min (violet curve). The inset
highlights the peak area between 4.2 and 4.5 min. The AUC decreases with
increasing the focus flow. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34

3.9 Elugram of a run without focus flow. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
3.10 Elugram of different cross flows without focus flow. 0.2 ml/min (red curve),

1 ml/min (green curve), 2 ml/min (blue curve), 3 ml/min (violet curve).
The AUC and the peak time decrease with increasing cross flow. . . . . . . 35

3.11 Detection of material which leaves the channel through the membrane.
Two non separated peaks are visible. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36

3.12 Elugrams of PF4 separated by hollow-fiber flow field-flow-fractionation.
Three repetitions are shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37

3.13 Elugrams of heparin separated by hollow-fiber flow field-flow-fractionation.
Three repetitions are shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
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3.14 Elugrams of PF4/heparin complexes separated by hollow-fiber flow field-
flow-fractionation. Three repetitions are shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38

3.15 Aggregation of PF4 upon dilution in water to 0.1 mg/ml. The Z-Ave is
the scattering intensity weighted average hydrodynamic diameter of the
sample. Aggregates with a size of 5 µm were found. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39

3.16 Aggregation of PF4 upon dilution to a final concentration of 0.1 mg/ml
with different NaCl concentrations. 150 mM (red dots), 300 mM (green
dots), 450 mM (blue dots), 600 mM (violet dots), 750 mM (cyan dots) and
1500 mM (yellow dots). The smallest particles are found for 150 mM NaCl. 40

3.17 Aggregation of PF4 upon dilution to 0.1 mg/ml with different NaCl con-
centrations. 15 mM (red dots), 75 mM (green dots) and 150 mM (blue
dots). The smallest particles are found for 150 mM NaCl. . . . . . . . . . . 40

3.18 Aggregation of PF4 upon dilution to different PF4 concentrations. 0.1 mg/ml
(green dots), 0.1 mg/ml (red dots), 0.2 mg/ml (blue dots), 0.3 mg/ml (vi-
olet dots), 0.5 mg/ml (cyan dots) and 1 mg/ml (yellow dots). Higher PF4
concentrations show lower particle sizes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
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